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THE RANDOM-PHASE APPROXIMATION 
APPLIED TO ATOMIC STRUCTURE 

Philip L. Altick 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 

October 15,· 1962 

ABSTRACT 

Tne random -phase appr·oximation, developed in the study of 

the electron gas, is used' as a framework for the calculation of atomic 

excitation energies, oscillator strengths, and photo-ionization cross 
1 0 

sections. Numerical results are obtained for the P states of beryl-

lium, magnesium, calcium, zinc, and strontium. Excitation energies 

and oscillator strengths are presented for the three or four lowest dis

crete states. The cross sections are given in the energy range from 

0.005 to 0.245, 0.405, or 0.605 atomic units above threshold, depending 

on the atom. It is found that the electron correlations cause a sub

stantial improvement in the lowest-lying," resonance, 11 excitation energy, 

and oscillator strength, . but their effect decreases rapidly with high ex

citation energy. The photo -ionization eros s sections near threshold are 

greatly enhanced by the correlations, excepting beryllium, and are much 

larger than the experimental values for magnesium and calcium; however, 

the computed cross section is of the right order of magnitude for stron

tium. The disagreements are attributed to auto-ionization effects. 
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L INTRODUCTION 

One of the major problems in theoretical atomic physics is 

the determination of accurate wave functions. For atoms containing 

more than two electrons, the wave functions are practically always 

found in the central field model. The result is a determinant of single

particle orbitals that are correlated only by the Pauli principle. The 

dynamical correlations, due to the Coulomb interaction, are not in

cluded. For the calculation of the total energy of the atom, the deter

minantal wave functions give good results, less than lo/oerror in most 

cases. However, when these functions are used to calculate other ob

servables, the errors can become quite large--20%, 40o/o, or worse. 

Thus, more accurate wave functions are needed in almost every cal

culation but that for energy. 

Methods for calculating accurate wave functions are re-
l viewed, for example, by Slater. The two principal methods are: (a) 

use of a linear combination of configurations for the wave function, 

the configuration-interaction method, and (b) introduction of the elec-

tron separation 

wave function. 

I r. - r .1 as a variable explicitly into a variational 
...,1 ~ J ' 

The second method has been applied with great success 

to two-electron systems, but too many variables arise when it is at

tempted for heavier atoms. Most of the configuration-interaction cal

culations have been applied to light atoms also, and it is found that the 

wave function improves very slowly as the number of configurations 

used increases. In general, not much work has been done on the cor

relation problem for medium and heavy atoms. 

Substantial progress on the treatment of correlations in in

finite many-body systems has been made in recent years, however, 

and it is hoped that the methods successful there will be useful in the 

study of atomic structure. Of special interest to us is the work of 

Bohm and Pines,2 who treated the electron gas by linearizing the equa

tions of motion in a manner which they called the random -phase approx

imation (RPA), Later, Gell-Mann and Brueckner 3were able to calculate the 
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exact correlation energy of the infinite electron gas in the high-density 

limit. The problem was ,solved by summing a particular set of diagrams, 

the so-called ring diagrams, in a perturbation expansion and showing 

that all other classes of diagrams have a negligible contribution. This 

work was subsequently realized to be equivalent to the Bohm and Pines 

treatment. Still another form of the RPA was obtained in the work of 

Sawada et al. 
4 

In this work, the results of Gell-Mann and Brueckner 

were reproduced by postulating an approximate many-particle Hamilto

nian and finding its eigenvalues and eigenstates by a canonical method, 

without the use of perturbation theory. This canonical form of the RPA 

has been ap~lied extensively to nuclear structure, 
5 

where it has been 

used to explain term energies and oscillator strengths. 

In this paper the RPA is applied to atomic structure for the 

first time. Numerical calculations are performed on beryllium, mag

nesium, calcium, zinc, and strontium. The effects of correlations of 

the valence electrons are examined by the calculation of excit~tion en

ergies, oscillator strengths, and photo-ionization cross sections. The 

atoms for which L-S coupling is approximately valid are studied, al

though the theory could equally well be formulated for j -j coupling. 

Also, although dipole moments only are calculated, higher multipole 

moments could be found. The dipole length element is used in all cal

culations. The basis functions used are generated in either a Hartree 

or Thomas -Fermi central field. This is the simplest possible basis 

for the RPA; thus we are looking for effects of correlations rather than 

quantitative agreement with experiment. It is felt that the changes in 

observables that occur with this simple model are indicative of the 

changes to be observed in a more sophisticated calculation. 

We give here a brief resume of the experimental and theo

retical work done previously on the atoms of interest. Recently a group 

of Russian workers 6 ' 
7

• 8 measured absolute oscillator strengths to 

much higher accuracy than was possible before. Their work on mag

nesium, calcium, and strontium is used for comparison with the RPA 

results. Other than the values obtained by this group, whose work is 
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appearing currently, oscillator strengths for the transitions in which 

we are interested are virtually nonexistent. There are no known theo

retical calculations of oscillator st:h:;hgths to levels above the resonance 

leveL Of the resonance -level calculations, only two, Trefftz1 s work on 

magnesium9 and calcium, 10 contain correlation effects. A'~eview of 

the theoretical and experimental work on photo-ionization cross sections 

has been recently given by Ditchburn. 
11 

Of interest to us are the meas

urements of the cross sections near threshold for magnesium and cal-
- . 

cium. Also, the threshold cross section of strontium has been meas-

ured. 
12 

On the theoretical side, a Hartree-Fock calculation of the 
13 

cross section for calcium was carried out by Bates and Massey, but 

no previous calculations using correlated wave functions have been per

formed. 

The results of the RPA calculations indicate that the corre

lations are important for the lowest-lying levels. In general, the ex

citation energies and oscillator strengths for these levels are substan

tially improved by the RPA. In addition, the oscillator strengths to 

higher levels and the cross sections near threshold are also ,altered 

considerably, but it appears that these cross sections are much larger 

than the experimental values in some cases. Possible explanatiore for 

this are given in Sec. 4. 

The work is presented as follows: In Sec. 2 the formal theory 

is developed. The fundamental equations are derived; energy-level cor

rections are added; some properties of the Sawada potential are dis

cussed; and the expressions for the oscillator .strength and photo-ion

ization cross section in the RPA are given. In Sec. 3, the formal 

equations are reduced to a form suitable for numerical computation, and 

the numerical analysis used in the solution of the equations is described. 

In Sec. 4, the numerical results for the five atoms are given. Finally, 

Sec. 5 contains a discussion of the results and the conclusions. 
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2. FORMAL THEORY 

a. Derivation of the Eigenvalue Equation 

The Hamiltonian for an N -electron atom contains the Cou

lomb interactions of the charged particles and magnetic interactions 

arising principally from the intrinsic magnetic moments of the particles. 

For all but the heaviest atoms, the gross term separations are deter

mined by the Coulomb interactions. This is the case for all the atoms 

studied, and since we are not interested in the higher -order magnetic 

effects in this investigation, we write the Hamiltonian 

H= 
N 
2:; 

i= 1 

11
2 

2 
( 'l. - 2m 1 

2 
Ze ) + e2 
r. 

1 

N 
2:; 

i > j 

l 
r .. 

1J 

(2 -1) 

The eigenstates of this approximate Hamiltonian can be described by 

the total angular momentum ~' the total spin angular momentum §, 

and their respective magnetic quantum numbers M and M
8

. 

The usual method of finding an approximate solution to Eq. 

(2 -1) is to introduce a single -particle potential that approximates the 

Coulomb interac"tions in some average way. If we call this potential 

V( r. ), the Hamiltonian can be written 
~1 

N 112 2 Ze 
2 

2 
N 1 

N 
H= 2:; [-

2m 
'l. - --+ veri)]+ e E - 2:: V(r.). (2 -2) 

i=l 
1 r. i>j r .. i= 1 ~1 

1 1J 

The last two terms are called the residual interaction; if these last two 

terms are neglected, the rest of the Hamiltonian is separable, and the 

wave function is a determinant of single -particle orbitals. It is, of 

course, desirable to choose V(r.) so that the residual interaction is as 
~1 

small as possible. It is also very convenient for V(;r,i) to be a central 

potential, and we consider only this case. The single -particle orbitals 

then have the usual quantum numbers: n, £, m, f.1. (f.L is the spin projec -· 

tion) when they are in the discrete spectrum, and k, .£, m, f.1. when 

they are in the continuous spectrum. The energy of a continuum or

bital denoted by k is k
2 
/2 measured from the ionization thresholdo 
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Consider the one -particle Schrcidinger equation 

z 2 
_e_ + V ( r ) ] <P. (r ) = E. <P . (£ ) . 

r 1 1 1 
(2 -3) 

The eigenfunctions; <Pi (,t) .~ form a basis set and include discrete or

bitals and continuum orbitals. The subscript i represents the com

plete set of quantum numbers needed to describe the orbital. With the 

use of these orbitals as a basis, Eq. (2-2) is written in second-quan

tized form 

H= ~.E.a.+a.+ 
2
1 ~- . k n /ijlvlk.£\a.+a.+anak- ~- . (ilvlj)a.+a., (2-4) 

1 1 1 1 1 7 J, . , XI \ '/ 1 J XI 1, J 1 J 

where 

and E. is given in Eq. (2-3). The asterisk denotes complex conjugate. 
1 

The sums go over all single-particle st~tes; thus, they include integrals 

over the continuum states. When the designation of the states to be 

summed is omitted i'n the following, it is understood that the sum in

cludes all indices appearing in the summand. The a.+, s and the a.'s 
1 1 

are fermion creation and annihilation operators respectively. They 

obey the usual commutation rules 

+ + + + [a. + + 0, a. a. + a. a. = aj ] + = 
1 J J 1 1 ' 

[a. • a.] = 0, 
1 J + 

and 
+ [a. ,a.]+=o .. 

1 J 1J 
(2 -5) 

When i and j denote discrete states, the symbol 6.. represents a 
1J 

product of Kronecker deltas for each quantum number necessary to 
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specify the states i and j. When i and j denote continuum states, 

6.. represents the Dirac delta function for k and Kronecker deltas for 
1J 

the remaining quantum numbers. 

The second-quantized form of H is introduced, since 

Sawada's truncation procedure is defined on this form of the Hamil

tonian. There is the additional advantage in using second quantization 

that the antisymmetry of the many-particle wave function is ·automat

ically accounted for by the commutation laws ofthe creation and anni

hilation operators. 

If the residual interaction in Eq. (2-4) is neglected, the 

ground state of H has the N lowest state;S occupied. These states 

are called "hole" states and are designated by Greek letters. All 

higher-energy states are called "particle" states and are designated 

by Latin letters. This terminology is in analogy with field theory and 

is used only for convenience. Hole operators are defined by 

·and 

b 
a 

b +_ 
a 

a 
a 

a 
a 

+ 

(2 -6) 

Thus the destruction of a particle that was present in the bare ground 

state is interpreted as the creation of a hole, and vice versa. 

The Hamiltonian in Eq. {2 -4) can be written in terms of these 

particle and hole operators. When this is done, ;in:any · different types 

of terms arise from the residual interaction, The various terms of the 

Hamiltonian can be grouped in the following way: 

+ H = ~ E"· a. 
1 1 

where 

V
8

= 2
1 ~/a!3lv I ij;\ {b bAa. a.+ a.+ a.+b/b +)+~/aj lv I i~\ a.+bA +b a. 

'\ at-' J 1 1 J t-' a '\- Y J t-' a 1' 

(2 -7a) 

(2 -7b) 
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(2-7c) 

(2-7d) 

and 

- ~ (i I v U) a/ aj + ~(a. I vI 13) ba.+bf3 -~~I vIi) ba.ai -~~I vI_ a.) atba. +. 

(2 -7e) 

The tilde appearing in the matrix elements indicates that the exchange 

element is also included; i.e., 
I 

(ijlvlk£) = (ijlvlkeJ- (ijlv!ik). 

To arrive at Eq. (2-7), various commutations were performed. Some 

of these give rise to terms containing no operators, and these have 

been omitted since they simply change the zero level of energy. Al

though it is possible to calculate the ground-state energy in the RPA, 

we calculate only excitation energies here, and thus the zero level of 

energy is of no importance. 

The RPA consists of retaining only V S' i.e., the particle

hole interactions. In the atomic case, the other terms in the potential 

have not been shown to be negligible; however, the wave functions found 

in the RPA do contain correlations, and we are interested in the effects 

of these correlations on various observables. 

The description of the remaining terms in Eq. (2-7) follows. 

The term VI contains particle -particle and hole -hole- interactions. 

Since the eigenstates we deal withhave essentially one or zero particle

hole pairs excited, this term has a very small effect upon them. 
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The term VII contains hole -pair and particle -pair interactions. Again 

by confining our eigenstates to zero- or one -pair states, this term has 

no contri butio,n. The exchange particle -hole interaction, some terms 

arising from commutations in V S and VI' the so-called self-energy 

terms, and the single -particle potential terms are all contained in VIII" 

These terms are grouped together in VIII because it is possible to add 

their diagonal part to the bare excitation energies. This is done in Seco 

2-b. 

We now proceed to find the· eigenstates of H
5

, where 

To do this, we follow Sawada and define pair creation and annihilation 

operators a ·These operators are the fundamental variables bf the theory. 

Thus, 

c+ (ia) -

and 

C (ia) 

a.+ b + 
1 a 

b a. 
a 1 

They obey the commutation rules: 

and 

C(ia) C(jf3) - C(jl3) C(ia) = [C(ia), C(jl3)] = 0, 

[C+(ia), C+(jl3)] =0, 

= 

(2 -8) 

(2 -9a) 

(2-9b) 

In the development of the theory, only the expectation value of these 

. commutators in_the ground state of H
8 

and the matrix elements of 

these commutators taken between the ground state and an excited state 

appear. In bothof these cases, the second and third terms on the right

hand side of Eq. ,(2--9c) can be neglected with the assumption that the 

ground state of HS has very sznall amplitudes for the presence of 
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partiCle -hole pairs. )
4 

. Thus, in 'this approximation the pair operators 

obey Boson commutation rules. ... · '· 

The Sawada Hamiltonian is now written in terms of the pair 

operators.: 

+ ~ (aj I v li$3) C+ (jl3) C(iu) 
.;· 

and the Heisenberg equations of motion are 

[C+ (ia), HS) = ~ (E(ia, jf3) C+ (jl3) + F(ia, jf3) C(jf3)) 
. . j 13 

and 

[G(ia), Hs] = ~ [E
1 

(ia, jf3) C+ {jf3) + F
1 

(ia, jf3) C(j~)J, 
jf3 

(2-10) 

(2-11) 

where the E' s and the F' s are just numerical coefficients. The form 

of the commutators, Eq. (2 -11 ), implies tha~ excited states o~. HS can 

be formed out ~f the ground state by an operator that is. a linear com

bination of C(iu) and c+ (ia) summed over i and a .• ·we designate 
. + 

this operator A (E). The ground state of' HS is denoted by I lfio) , and 

the ground-state energy of HS is denoted by E
0

• The linear combi

nation of C' s and C+, s is chosen such that 

(2-12) 

When Eq. (2 -12) operates on 14;
0

) , it can be seen that A+ (E) I lfio) is 

an eigenstate of HS with energy E = E
0 

+ w • 

In Sec.· 2 ~c it is shown that the spherical symmetry of the 

Coulomb interaction is not destroyed-by the frunca:tion that leads to the 

RPA. Thus the eigenstates of BS can ·still'be described by ~. M, §, 

and MS. The atoms to which the theory is applied have 1s
0 

ground 

states; thus, the angular momentum of the excited pairs is the angular 

momentum of the excited states, For this reason, it is convenient to 
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define pair op~_rat.ors that create and destroy pairs of defi'nite orbital 

and spin angular momentum. These 6perators are given by 

. + . '.. m+f.J:. 
C (LM, SM_, ia)= ~-~ (-1) a ate -m ,im I LM}(S -f.l: S. J.L.I SM_)C+(ia) -·-s - m , fJ: a a 1 1 a a 1 1 -·-s 

a; a 
and 

. .m+f.J: . 
C(LM, SMS, ia)=tJ-=1 L: ' ( -1) a a(,e -m .e.m.l LM)(S -f.!:. S. J.L. I SM_)qia). 

- ma, fJ.a a a 1 1 a a .1 1 -·-s 

(2-13) 

The phase of the vector-coupling coefficients is taken from Condon and 
15 

Shortley. The phase factors arise because a particle and a hole, 1n-

stead of two particles, are being coupled to form the state. If an elec

tron with projection m is destroyed, the hole that is created has pro

jection -m. Since the spherical harmonics are negative when m is 

positive and odd, the change from -m to m introduces·.a minus sign 
. m 

that is canceled by the phase factor ( -1) a The situation is the same 
f.l: 

for ( -1) a. The factor of ,f:l is arbitrarily inserted to make the entire 

coefficient r~al. The conventions (~ 1 )+ l/
2 

= + .J -1 and { -1)- l/
2 

= - r{::T 

ar~ used~ The underlining of the state designations signifies that the 

projection qiiantum numbers are no longer included, i.e., ia represents 

n., .e., n , .£ • The transformatio~, Eq. (2-13), is canonical; thus, 
1 1 a a 

• . I I I I • + . • . + I I I I • 

[C(LM, S~,~), C(LM, S M s•lJ~)] = [C (LM, S~,lci),) C (LM, SMS, JQ_)]= 0 

and 

I 1' I I 

[C(LM, SMs, ia), c+ (LM, s M_s• j!3)]' = oLIJ o a <\"" Hl 
MM' SS' J.V1;VJ.S0ij 0~. 

(2-14) 

. 1 
Since the ground states of all the atoms studied are S 

0 
states and the 

Coulomb interaction is spin-independent, the excited states have 

. S = MS = 0. Thus ,the spin notation is unnecessary and can be suppressed. 
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Now, the operator 'that creates an· exCited state oC~n·e-rgy E, 

angular momentum ~. and projection M is given by · · :_. < 

+ . )~ + * 
A (LM, E) = .2: [gE (LM, ia} C (LM, ia} +hE (L-M, ia) C(L-M, ia)]. (2-15} 

lU 

Thus 

+ '\ E) A (LM, E) ilJJo) = ilJ;LM , {2- 16) 

and the g' s and h' s must be found such that 

(2-17) 

The g' s are the amplitudes of pairs created to form the excited states. 

The h' s arise owing to the possibilliit'y' of destroying a pair of angular 

momentum ~. -M _in the ground state so that a state of angular momen

tum ~. +M remains. The presence of pairs in the ground state is a 

consequence of V S' but we have asserted previously that the amplitudes 

of these pairs must be small. This does not mean that the hv s can be 

neglected, because they depend roughly on the first power o~ the ampli

tudes whereas the quantities neglected earlier depended on the square 

of the amplitudes. The transformation Eq. (2-15) must be canonical; 

thus 

(A (LM, E), A+ (L
1 

M:', E ) ] = OEE' oLL' oMM • (2-18) 

The is a Kronecker delta for discrete states and a Dirac delta 
' function o(k-k ) for the continuum states. The commutator Eq. (2-18) 

leads to the following condition on the g s and . h' s: 

(2-19) 
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This condition is, alternatively, just the rE!qu~rement that the RPA 

states are an orthonormal set. 

With the angular momentum included, Eq. (2-12} becomes 

. + . . + 
[H

5
, A (LM, E)] = (E - E

0
) A (LM, E) • (2-20) 

The Hermitian conjugate of Eq. (2 -20) is 

(2-21) 

We operate with Eq. (2-21) on l L!Jo), and note that H
5 

is Hermitian. 

Then, 

or 

The Eq. (2- 2.2) implies that A(LM, E) l L!Jo) is an eigenfimctiori of H
5 

with 

an energy lower than the ground-state energy. This is not possible; 

therefore, 

A(LM, E) l L!Jo) = 0. (2-23) 

Using Eq. (2-14) and Eq. (2-23), we find 

and 

(2-24) 
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The fundamental eigenvalue equations o'f the· theory folibw 'fr'dtn Eq, 

(2 -20) or, alternatively, from the relation 
-· i ,•,•.\ • ;\/ 

.. , " . 

E . _.; + . '· 
(tJ; LMI (E-H8 ) c (LM, 1a.) 1 tJ; 0 ) = o, (2-25) 

which can be written with the help of Eq. (2-24): 

~~- . . --~- . ' ! 1 . 

or 

(2-26) 

Similarly, 

(2-27) 

To evaluate the commutators appearing in Eq. (2-26) and Eq. (2-27), 
r 

it is convenient to expand V S in multipoles. This 'is accomplished in 

Appendix A, and the result is 

. {2 -28) 

where 

·_I . 

. (2 -29) 

The xL(iu,_j_~) is the .radial part of the Lth term in the multipole expan

sion of the Coulomb matrix .eleme!lt• It is n?w straightforward tp 
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evaluate the commutators: 

. 'M 
[HS' C+ (LM, ia)]= (€. -E. )C+ (LM, ia)+2 :E JT (ia,_£)[ C\LM, ..w_)+( -1) qL~M,_j~_)] 

1 a . .£ .w--

(2-30a) ,,., 

and 

We define w. = E. -E , wE = E - E 0. and replace the commutators in. Eqs . 
. 1a 1 a 

(2-26) and (2-27) by their values given in Eq. (2-30). The result is, 

again by using Eq. (2-Z4): 

(wE-w .. )gE(LM, ia.) -2 :E JL. (ia,_£}[gE(LM,_£)- (-lf"'hE(L-M,~)]= 0 :(2-3la) 
1a iR . · . l.t:. .. 

and 

(-If"'(~+Ul )h_(L-M;ia)-'2 :E JLp6.,_£)(1Z-(LM,_£)- (,-if"'h_(L-M,£)] = ·0 • 
.I!; 1a. -E . ; R . ~..!!; -E . l.t:. 

. . ' (2-3lb) 

Equations (2 -31) are the fundamental equations of the theory. 

Those values of <!JE for which solutions exist are the energies of the ex

cited states of HS measured from the ground state. For ·each ·wE.~'~ g, 

~nd h vector that defines the excited-state wave function::: can be found. 

Oscillator strengths and photo-ionization cross sections can be expressed 

in terms of the g' s and h's. This is done in Sec. 2-d. 

Equations (2 -31) form a 2N by 2N set of linear equations if N 

different pa:ir. configurations _£ are considered. These equations then 

have ZN eigenvalues; however, N of tpese are negative and equal in 

magnitude to the positive eigenvalues. Since excitation energies are pos

itive, these :p.egative solutions are discarded. The fact that there are 

only N. physical eigenvalues can be seen by subtracting the lower of Eqs. 

(2-:31) fro.m 'the upper, and by defining 

(2 -32) 
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The result is 

(wE
2

- w. 
2

)· fE(LM, ia)- 4Ul ·:2: JL·· (ia,_j_Q_) fE·· (LM,~) •. , 
1a - 1a iR 

~ . 

(2-33) 

The secular equation of the linear set, Eq. (2-·33), is of order 2N, but 

it is obvious that the roots appear· in pairs with opposite signs. 

The coefficients of f · (LM, ia) in Eq. (2-33) are independent 
E -

of M; thus fE(LM, ia) is independent of M. By dividing Eq. (2-3la) by 

Eq. (2-3lb), we find 

= 
WE+ w . . 

1a 
WE- w. · 1a 

Thus, with the ·help of Eq. (2 -34) 

gE(LM, ia) = fE(LM, ia). (wE+ w. )/ 2w. - · - 1a 1a 

and 

fE(LM, ia) (wE- w. )/2 w . • 
. - · lU . lU 

(2-34) 

(2-35) 

Therefore, gE(LM, ia) is also independent of M, and the M dependence 

of hE(L-M, ia) is given by 

{2-36) 

The secular matrix formed from Eq. (2-31) is real but not 

symmetric, so there is no assurance that its eigenvalues are real. 

However, the eigenvalues are observables and are the approximate 

eigenvalues of a Hermitian operator, H
5

, ·so we expect them to be real, 

and in the actual nillnerical calculations no complex eigenvalues were 

encountered. In this connection, Thouless 
16 

has shown that all the RPA 

eigenvalues are real if a Hartree- Fock basis minimizing the expectation 
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value of the Hamiltonian is used. His proof does not (ipply to our work, 

however, since we do not employ a Hartree- Fock basis. The g and h 

vectors are real for real eigenvalue.s, so the complex-conjugate nota

tion for them is dropped. 

b. First-Order Corrections to the Excitation Energies .. 

In the work of Gell-Mann and Brueckner on the infinite elec

tron gas, 3 the first.-order perturbation terms had to be computed sep

arately before the sum over ring diagrams could be performed. This 

is because the lowest-order ring diagram is a second-or.der diagram. 

Thus in the Sawada formulation the first-order corrections should be 

included also; and by examining Eqs. (2-7) we see that these corrections 

are contained in VIII' In this section we add the c<;>rrections to the bare 

excitation energies and then show that these corrections are just the terms 

obtained from first-order perturbation theory. 

We rewrite Eq. (2-7e) for VIII: 

VIII = ~<o.i lv (~j)' a. i- ~ (ia.lv Uf3) a.+ bA + b a. - ~ (a.f3lv l~o.,) b/ bf.l. 
\ 1J 1 1-' O.J u 1-' 

• The corrections consist of the diagonal terms of "in• and when they are 

added to H
5

, the result is 

(2·-37) 

The only states that enter the theory are states having essentially zero 

pairs or one pair excited. The a.+ a. term will contribute only when it 
1 1 . 

acts on a one -pair state. Consider such a state with a particle in state 

i and a hole in state y. The effect of the op~rat~r - ~ (if31 v j if3) bf3 +bf3 

on this state is just to give the matrix element- <iy!vliy). Thus the 
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coefficient of a.+ a. in Eq. (2-37) is 'equivalent• to a coefficient without 
1 1 

operators acting on the above state if the direct term (hd vIi y) is not 

included, since it appe~rs with both a·.positive and a negative sign. We 

can now write the corrected excitation energy: 

} ; ' ' ' ~~ (: 

where the prime on the summation indicates that the state [3=-y is not 

included. 

Jt is wen known that the first--order perturbation-theory tenns 

vanish when a Hartree-Foc_k basis ~s used ... However in this investigation 

three cases are studied with a Hartree basis and three with a Thomas

Fermi basis. Thus the correction,terms in Eq~ (2-38) _must be in

cluded. 

We now verify that first~order perturbat~on theory g~ves the 
. . ~ . . .. . . 

same resu.lt as Eq. {2-:38)o To find the excitation.energy ii1 perturbation 

theory, the excited state is considered to be 
1 ~0 stat~ for~ed from ex

citing an electron from an ns state to an n~ p state. This is the situation 

in all of the atoms studied. We denote the hole state by '(± (meaning the 
·•. ; ·' f . 

state with ± spin projection} and the particle state by :i.±. The eigen-

state of the total spin is then 

llPo) =-1- (I~ 1"+v+) + _1!1·_-_.·y-)), . ,]2: .. I, 

(2 -39) 

.>i!•where Pi+y+ has au hole· states occupied except -y+ and au particle 

,j,states unoccup~ed ~xcept i+. The ground state with aU.:hole· states oc

c?pied is denoted by ~~) . The Hamiltonian, including only those terms 

that will contribute, has the form ·~ .·· 

:.· 

(2 -40) 
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The excitation energy is 

(2-41) 

The evaluation is straightforward 

(
1 

P
0 

I H 11 
P

0
) = ~i~+ +Ei_-(i+ I V'li+~ - (i-l VI iJ)+£ ~" ((13i+ I vI ~if)+ (pi-lvl fi-)) 

+ i((i+y-lvli+y-) + ~-y+lvli-y+)- (i+y-lvly+i-)- (i-y+lvly-i+)) 

+ terms that cancel with (11 HI_!) . (2-42) 

The double prime indicates that the shell including · y± is not included 

in the sum. The term (il HI~) is evaluated similarly. The spin nota
l 

tion is dropped in the final result, since, for example, -2 (€.++ E. ) = E. , 
1 1- 1 

where i can have either spin. The states y and i must have the 

same spin, however. The final result is 

which agrees with Eq. {2-38). 

c. Properties of the. Sawada Potential 

lri Sec. 2-a, it was stated that the. truncation of the Hamiltonian 

to form HS did not destroy its spherical symmetry. This is demon

strated below. Also in this section, -the proof of the Thomas -Reiche -Kuhn 

sum rule in the RPA is investigated; and it is found that the sum rule is 

violated for just the same reason that it is violated in Hartree--Fock 

theory- -the nonlocality of the exchange potential. 

To show the spherical symmetry of HS' the commutators of 

LX and L
2 

with HS were explicitly evaluated with the result 
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.-·' ';, 

:_1',;, [LX, HsJ :::: .0 (2-44) 

I. 

.' [Lz, Hs:J = 0 .'·f· i:' ' (2-45) 

Therefore, ;,-

2 
[L , H5 ] = 0 , (2 -46) 

The results of Eqs. (2-44) to (2-46) can be explained without 

reproducing the actual evaluation of the commutator. We recall that 

when the transformation to the particle -hole picture is made, the poten

tial energy breaks into sixteen terms, each term containi:z:ig ,different 

com.binations of particle and hole operator~. If we. call ~he t~tal Cou

lomb interaction V C', 'fh~n 

(2-47} 

since the interaction is a scalar. The operator L~ ~?-a.s the appearance 

. - -n ·. 1/2 ' + . . ' . . .. . . ' i/ 2 . '+ 
Lx- -2 ~{[(i.- m.) (.£.+ m.+ 1 )] a.+ a.+[(£.+ m.) {f.- m.+ __ 1)] .·_·. 9-· . a.} 

. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ·1 ' ' 1 ' ' ' . ,1- 1 

+-n
2 
~nee -m 'u_e +m +1)]1/ 2b +b ++[U -tm H£ -m +1)] 1/

2
b +b }. 

· a a a a a a a a a a a a-· 

(2-48) 

The notation i± now indicates the state n. (or k. ), £., m. ± 1, f.!.· • The 
1 1 1 1 1 

point to observe in Eq.: (2-48) is that LX 'couples only states identical 

except for a difference of ± 1 in the orbital projection qu'antum number. 

Thus in the commutator, Eq. (2-47), terms with' different rt'lin'lbers of 

particles and holes vanish separately. For example, the commutator of 

LX with the terms in V(; that involve only particle states must be zero 

since it cannot cancel with terms that involve hole states.· The inter

actions that comprise V S contain two particlE!' and two hole states, and 

these interactions commute with LX. However, the particle -hole 
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exchange term also contains two particle and two hole states, but it is 

not coupled to V S by LX since the radial part of the Coulomb integrals 

in the exchange term describe particle -particle and hole -hole inter

actions; these radial integrals will not cancel with the radial integrals 

describing the particle-hole interactions. Thus [LX, V S] "" 0, and the 

argument for L
2 

and Ly is just the same, so,the validity of·-Eq. (2.-46) 

is established. 

We proceed to investigate the Thomas -Reiche-Kuhn sum rule 

in the RPA, which states 

~ £ = N' n'n n' 
(2.-49) 

where f · ·is "the oscillator strength for the transition from the state n'n 
n to the state n' .' The states n and n' are eigenstates of the Hamil-

tonian of an N electron atom, and the sum is over all possible transi

tions. The oscillator strength is defined by 

The mass of the electron is m, 

the Hamiltonian. 

and E 1 n 

(2.-50) 

and E are eigenenergies of 
n 

The proof of Eq. (2.-49) depends on the commutator 

!i., H) 
1 

(2.-51} 

which is certc:l.inly true for the complete Hamiltonian, htJ.t when the 

Hamiltonian_ is truncated, it mq.y no longer be true. For example, if 
' . I 

the Hartree., Fock potential is used, the exchange terms do not commute 

with 1: • 

. We wish to know if Eq. (2.-51) is t:rue for HS. Since the spher

ical ~ymmetry of .. Hs has been demonstrated, we need investigate only 

the commutator ~f HSwith one component of :r_, say z. . The operator 
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z has the secOnd-quantized form-'·: -• J- " 

· "' (· . I I ·) . + . . "' ( I I P. \' b +.b · ... ..., <· I 1·· ) + b + z op = "-' 1 z J ' ~\ aj - ··£J · a: z t-' / ~~ · [3+ ~-' 1 z a : ai a 

(2-52) 

The energy terms of HS are treated first:~· 
J .! • '• 

+similar terms in ai+ba+' baai, and bf3+ba (2- 53) 

:./ ... 

The other terms ar~ not written out since their structure is the same 

as that of the first term, and the analysis of the first term is applicable 

to th:etothers. The Ei' s are a diagonaLmatrix, thus 

<
. 'lJ2 Ze2 ) 

E.= 1!-,.,- + __ V(r)+D+E_ -V(r)li_ = 
1 ?m :L. 

2 2 
~Q j!L - Ze + D+Eii), 
j : 2m,, , r 

. ' ' (2-54) 

sisce all the terms in the j sum, which includes hole states ~lso, are 

zero except when i = j. The first-order corre.ction. terms are denoted 

by D the direct Coulomb integrals, and by E, the exchange Coulomb 

integrals. By using Eq. (2-54), unit dyad~ are introduced between z 

and E in- Eq. {2-53) with the result 

2 2 + + ~- · n Z e \ + ·. [z ,~E.a .. a.-~E b b ]=~·il[z,~2- --.-+.D+E]-Ik1)_ai ak+ 
op . 1 1 1 a a a . m r ·. ~ ' 

(2-55) 

The commutator on the right:-hand si~e:, yiel~s the desired factor of pz, 

but there is an additional nonzero term from the exc4ang~ integrals. 
. r ~ ' . . 

This failure is just the same as that which occurs in the Hr3.rtree -Fock 
. . . . ' . . . . . 

theory. It occurs here- -even tho~gh we do not. u.9e a Hartree -..Fock 
. . ,., ,. .· 

basis, because the first-order correction terms are included. 
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We proceed to examine ~h~ comm~ta!9r of z
0

p ,_with. V s= 

+ terms containing products of two C1s and c+~ s, {2- 56) 

where the form of V S used was ~aken from Eq. _ (2-10). Only off-diag

onal matrix elements of Eq. (2-56) arise in the proof of the sum rule, 

so all the terms containing products of C 1 s and C+ 1 s are zero. For 

example, 

( tj;~MI C(ia):C(j~) I t~; 0) = (y; 0 I [A(LM,J;), C(ia) C(j~)] I t~; 0) 
·· =(t~; 0 1SC(ia:)'t·T C(j~)lt~; 0) 

I I I . + '\ 
= \tJ; 01 ~ {SLM EA(LM,E)+ 'l:LM EA (LM,E)] ltJ;o~=:O, 

E L '1\A ' ' ' , .... t 
(2-57) 

where the. S~s _and '.T 1s are just numeric~! coefficients. But the linear 

term in Eq. (2-56) is zero also since m = m. or the z matrix element 
a 1 

vanishes, but if m = m., the two 'Coulomb matrix elements are numer-
a 1 

ically equal and the term vanishes. Thus we have the· result' 

( tJ;~M I [zap' V s] 'I y; 0 ) = b (2-58) 

and 

(2-59) 

plus contributions from the energy corrections. 

For tne usual proof of the sum rule we proce·ed by 'taking the 
. . . . . N . . N .. 

expectation value of the· cortunutator of ~ xi with ~ p . . The change 
i= 1 i= 1 X1 

z to x ·is hiade here· because the oscillator strength, Eq. (2-50), is 

defined in terms 6f x;· We have 

N Pxi] :t = Nifi , 

i~ L 
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that is 

or; if Eq. (2-51) holds, we have the result 

r: N ii t N 
(E 1 - E ) ( n I L: x. In\ = -. (n I' L: 

n n i = 1 1 '/ 1m i = 1 
p .In), 

Xl 

which we insert in Eq. (2-~0) to arrive at 

L: Zm .(E 
~ -~:-2 n 1 

I N 2 
E ) r(n. 'I L: X. In) I = N 
. n . . . i= 1 1 . 

or 

n rr 

E 
n' 

J' = N. nn 

. ., 

(2-61) 

(2-62) 

1".: 

There are two difficulties in establishing this sum rule in the 

RPA. Firstly, Eq. (2-59) shows that the relation, Eq. (2-61), between 

the x and the p matrix elements has an extra term in the RPA. 
X ... . : 

Secondly, the excited states we consider q.re not complete. There exist 

also excited states. of HS that are linear combinations of states with one, 

two, or more pairsexcited .. These .states wouldhave nonzero matrix 

elements of x and should be included in the dyad, although their contri-· 

bution, .is yrobably quit~ small. .lf:we consider it·n.egligible, then the 

Thomas-.Reiche-Kuhn sum rulejs violated in the RPA only in the same 

manner as it is violated in the Hartree-Fock theory~ 

ru Formulas for the Oscillator Stre.:ggths 
and Photo -ionization Cross Sections 

The oscillator strength between two states n and n is given 

in Eq. (2-50): 
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However, this quantity depends on the polarization of the radiation, and 

it is useful to ·define an oscillator strength that is independent of polar

ization by averaging over the projection quantum numbers of the_ initial 

level and summing over the projection quantum numbers of the final 

level. We denote this average quantity· T 1 and for the atoms that we 
nn 

examine it has the form 
I 

- 2m 
f I = -::-:-z-·· (E I - E ) n n 

311 
n n 

+L 
L: 

M=-IJ 

N . 

l(n- 1 1 L: r.ln)1 2
, 

i= 1 1 
' 

i 

where L and M 
I 

are quantum number.s describing the state n · 

is the quantity 'measured in most experiments. 

(2 -63) 

This 

The transitions studied here are from the ground state of H
8 

to the excited states. To evaluate Eq. (2-63) in the RPA, we must find 

the quantity 

L < > 2 L: . I lJJ E I £ llJJ 0 I . ~ 
M=-L . LM . op 

(2 -64) 

This quantity has spherical symmetry; therefore, 

(2 -65) 

But. z. has nonvanishing matrix elements only when the projection 
op 

quantum numbers of the initial and the final states are. equal.and 

.6.L = ± 1, so Eq. (2 ... 64) reduces .to 

3 I ( lJJ 1~ I z 
0 

. I lJJ 0 ) I 
2

. 
. R .. 

From Eq .. (2-SZ), 

(2-66) 
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The first two terms on the right-hand side will not be involved since 

they describe particle -particle and hole -hole transitions. Formally,· 

for example, 

The commutator in Eq. (2 -6 7) is a linear combination of C1s and 

. C+, s, . and thus the matrix element vanishes- -as shown earlier in Eq. 

-

A multipole expansion of z is made in the same· manner as . op 
described in Appendix A for the Coulomb matrix elements: 

[ ( 2 $ + 1 ) ( 2 £. + 1 ) ] I/ 2 

~<ilzla.)[c+(ia)+C(ia)) =i,JZ ~Pia a( 2L+l)
1 

X(£ 0£.0 I IO}[C+(LM,ia) + C(LM,ia)]. 
a 1 - -

'(2-68) 

where p. is the radial integral of r. The expression Eq. (2-66) 
. 1a 

becomes 

31<~1~ lzoply;o)12 = f i(L\Jol :i: Pia[(2£a + 1)(2-ti + 1)) l/2 

X(£a0 £iOI10)[A(JO, E), C+(lO,~)+ C(10, ia)) ll~0)1
2 

= ~3 I ~ p . [ ( 2£ + 1 ){ 2£. + 1)] 
1 I 2 

1a a 1 

The f~r:nula for the oscillator strength, Eq. (2 -63 ), is now 

T 
"-EE 

0 
= ±

9 
m
2 

(E-E
0

) I~ P; [(2£ +1)(2£.+1)] 1/ 2 
~ ~ a 1 

(2-69) 

(2 -70) 
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In the inimerical ;~afciilations, a is an s state and i is . .a .p, .state. 

· Sb TEE·; expi'-essed ':ln ato~ic units,. becomes ior this ~<;:ase 
0 

fEE =!.wE I .:E p. [gE(lO,ia) -:- .hE(lO,ia)] j.
2

. 
0 

. j_ . . 1a . 
. · · 1a · -

(2 -7 1) 

We recall that the sum over. i include·~ the. integration o_;.er •the con-
•. • J • . .,_< ·' • . • . 

tinuum .. 

The basic formula for the photo-ionization cross section is 

. w_ell kno;w~; see, for example,· Seatori; 17 It is expr.essed here in atomic 

units: 
·,, 

.L E . ·. 2' 
~ . I /ljJLM I .! llJ1 0 ) I • 

M=-L \ . op 
{2-72) 

.• The energy ,E .is; of course, in the continuum, and k
2 /2 is the kinetic 

energy of the ejected electron. The fine -structure constant is denoted 

by. a. ~The formula.Eq. (2-72) is writ:t'en ·for the continuum wave function 

normalized to a delta function in k: 

I 

(lJlLEM I LjJL~) = o(k' - k). 

If we :evaluate the cb:ristants and change the 'units to. megabarns 

(10-l,S ~m2 ), the formula becomes 

(2-73) 

(2-74) 

The expression for the dipole moment has already been evaluated above, 

so the cro~ s section :for ionization from an 

state in the RPA is 

s' state to a continuum p 

w 

a~= 5.3780 ( kE) I ?i pia (gE(lO, ia) -:- ~E(l?, ia)] 1
2

• (2-75) 
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The fundamental eigenvalue equations .of the RPA have now 

been derived, Eq. (2-31), and expressions for the oscillator strength 

Eq. (2-71) and photo-ionization cross section Eq. (2-75) were found. 

The remainder of the paper is concerned with the solution of the equa

tions and the evaluation of these expressions. 
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· c . - · 3. SOLUTION OF THE EICENVALUE EQUATION 
'\·:: 

' . ! Iri pal-t ·A ''the E:Hge·nvaTu~ 'equatic>"hs· a:re· reduced to a' form 

that is -·suitable for· hurnericaJ 'solution; and in part· B; tne'nu:rrierical 

techniques used in the 'solution are described. -• 

a. Reduction of the Eigenvalue Equation 

The fundamental equations of the RPA are given in Sec. 2, 

Eqs. (2.31)): 

(wE- wia) gE(LM, ia) - 2 .J. J L(ia,__,W_)[gE(LM,l.@)- {-lfihE(L-M,i.@_)] = 0 

and 

M . 
( - 1 ) ( w + w. ) h ( L- M i a) -

E 1a E '- 2 ~ J L (ia,_ jj3j[gE(LM,Jli)- ( -1 )M hE(L-M,j]J]= 0. 

(3- 1) 

1 0 
The excited states we consider are all P states, since the atoms we 

are studying have 1s 0 ground states, and we are interested only in those 

excited states coupled to the ground state by dipole radiation. The M 

dependence of hE(LM, ia) is given by Eq. (2-36), and it was shown in 

Sec. 2-a that gE(LM, iu) is independent of M. The M dependence of 

hE{LM, ia) involves only a change of sign, so, to shorten notation, we 

suppress the LM designation on the g' s, h' s, ahd f' s, and it is under

st((J)od that L = 1, M = 0. 

The single-particle basis states consist of hole states, discrete

particle states, and continuum-particle states. The Eqs. (3-·1) contain a 

term for each configuration formed by exciting an electron from a hole 

state to a particle state; thus they contain a discrete sum plus integrals 

over the continuum states. 

~ We study in this paper the lowest-lying bound states and the low

energy continuum. The configurations, which are the most important in 

the formation of these states, are those closest in energy to them and 
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having large coupling matrix elements. The two criteria are usually 

the same, since the coupling matrix elements decrease as the energy 

between configurations increases These considerat1ons can be seen 

more clearly by rewriting Eq. (Z-33) as 

4 w. S(E, io.) 
10. -

2 2 ' 
(wE w. ) 

10. 

( 3-2) 

where 

( 3-3) 

The variation of S(E, ia) with the configurations io. j s due only to the 

Coulomb matrix elements. These matrix elements, for beryllium, are 

p~otted in Figs. l, 2, and 3, and a study of these plots shows that S(E, io.) 

is a slowly varying function of the configurations. The behavior of the 

Coulomb matrix elements for the other atoms studied is similar. How

ever, the energy denominator causes fE(io.) to vary strongly when wE 

is near wio. and also causes fE(io.) to decrease as wE and wio. become 

separated. 

Therefore, Eqs. (3.1) are truncated as follows: Only confi

gurations involving excitations out of the valence shell are included, and 

cutoffs are introduced for the excited bound states and the continuum. 

For example,· in .magnesium, which has a ground-state configuration of 

3s 
2

, only 3s -np configurations are included, where n represents either 

a bound or a continuum orbitaL When the cutoff for the bound configura

tions is considered, the decrease in the matrix elements becomes more 

important than the energy-denominator effect, since in this case the 

energy difference is bounded by the ionization potential. The cutoff in 

the continuum is placed at an energy comparable with the lowest excitation 

energy of a pair in which the hole state is taken from an inner shell. In 

the actual calculations, configurations of this energy have little effect on 

the states stuclied. 
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Fig. 2. Berylliwn bound-free matrix elements. 
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Fig. 3. Beryllium free-free matrix elements. 
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Equation (3-2) is now reduced to 

j o ko 
w~ 2 ) f (i)- 4w.[ L; J(i, j) fE(j} + J 

1 E- 1 . - o. 
1. 

(3-4) 

The designation of the hole state is now suppressed, since only one hole 

state is treated. In the integrand of Eq. (3-4}, the notation ~ represents 

k ·and .£, but the integration is, of course, only over k. The cutoffs 

for the bound states and the continuum are j 0 and k 0 , respectively. 

Equation (3 -4) is used only to find the discrete eigenenergies, since the 

possibility that wE = wk when wE is in the continuum shows that the con

tinuum eigenvectors have a singularity, and Eq. (3-4) can be rewritten 

in a form that makes the treatment of this siggularity simpler. However, 

the continuum components of an eigenvector belonging to a discrete 

eigenvalue are slowly varying functions of k; thus the integral in Eq, 

(3 -4) is replaced by the trapezoidal approximation and the resulting linear 

equations are solved. The Eqs. (2-35) are used to find gE(,U and hE~) 

once fE~) is known, and gE(,U and hJt:Uare then normalized according to 

Eq. (2-19): 

(3- 5) 

To treat the continuum eigensta.tes we use Eq. (2-34) andre

write Eq. (3-4) in terms of hE(,U; 

(3 -6) 

where 

I I I 

ko 
+ J~ 

dk wk' J (~,.!: ) h~k )] ' 

(wK - wk') 
(3 -7) 

and i\.= I +(~/2}; I is the ionization potential, and Know designates the con

tinmun eiger..state. S(~,.!:) has no singularities; thus~(.!:) has no singularities. 

Note that a. singularity is still present in Eq. (3-·6), but it no longer 
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occurs in an unknown vector" This is the advantage of Eq .. , (3 -6) over 

Eq. (3-4). 

In order to solve Eq. {3 -6) the nature of the singularity must 

be known. A clear way to study the problem is to enclose the system 

in a box and study the contribution to the integral in Eq, {3-7) inthe 

neighborhood of ~= ~~ as the sl.ze of the box goes to infinity, This 

technique was used by Rice 
18 

for a problem in molecular physics and 

is outlined in Appendix B. A treatment of the problem by using delta

function normalization has recently been given by Fano 
19 

in a study of 

auto -ionization effects. The delta-function normalization is used here. 

The singularity is written 

1 = p 
1 I 

+ 13 o{K-k ), (3 -8} 
K -k 1 K -k 1 

·where f3 is determined as an eigenvalue of Eq. (3-6), 

Consider mesh points. ki, in the continuum with a spacing 

~. We suppose the singularity in the integral in Eq. (3-7) occurs when 

k. = K. The integral is approximated by Simpson's rule everywhere but 
1 

in the region K- ~ < k < K+~, In this region quadratic interpolation 

between mesh points is used, The procedure is given in detail in Appen

dix C, but we outline it here. The basic problem is to replace the in

tegral in Eq. {3 -7) by a finite sum over the mesh, This has been accom

plished by using Simpson s rule over the range of integration that does 

not include the neighborhood of the singularity. Near the singularity we 

want to express the integral as the coefficients of hK(K-.6.), hK(K), and 

hK(K+A). By Lagrange interpolation, 

where the F 1 s are second-order polynomials ink- -given in Appendix 
I 

C. The same procedure is followed for the J(k, ~}. and we can write 

K+~ 
pJ 
K-~ 

I I I 

dk ~~ J(~, ~ )hK(~) 
(wK - ~~) = G 1 {k, K, A)hK(K-.6.) 

+ G 2 (k, K, t:.)hK (!5) 

+ G 
3 

(k, K, t:.)hK(K+t:.), 

(3-10) 
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where the G' s involve integrals of the tyP--e 

K+.t:. 
P f dk kN 

K-.6:. (K
2

- k
2

) 

in which the largest N that occurs is si'x. When the G' s are known, 

the set of equations (3-6) can be approximated by a linear set of equa

tions, which can then. be solved on the computer. 

If N is the dimension of the secular matrix associated with 

the linear equations, we have N equations in N unknowns. The con

tinuum state is selected by choosing K, and 13 is then found by solving 

the secular equation. The secular equation is much simpler than the 

standard eigenvalue equation, however, since 13 always appears as the 

coefficient of hK(~). This means that the secular equation is a first

order equation in 13 rather than Nth order. The quantity 13 can be 

found, however, without solving the secular equation. Since the hK(~)' s 

are not yet normalized, we choose 

= any constant. 

Inserting this into the homogeneous linear equations (3-6), we have N 

inhomogenous equations in N unknowns that have a unique solution. 

Whenthis solutionis found, hK(~) is usedinEq. (3-ll)to find 13. In 

Appendix D it is shown that the procedure is identical to solving the 

secular equation in the familiar way. 

The eigenvectors corresponding to continuum states are 

normalized according to Eq. (2 -19): 

or 

(3-12) 
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·' where r is an arbitrary region containing the point K = K ··This is 

the only stipulation on r and it can, therefore, be made as small as 

Q.esired. Since the bound-state components of the g 1 s and all of the 
i 

components of the h 1 s are nonsingular, the K integration over them 
i 

will be O(r) and therefore negligible. The K integration over the 

continuum g components is carried out in Appendix E and the normal

ization condition is 

(3 -13) 

Once the eigenenergies and normalized eigenvectors are 

found, the expressions for the oscillator strengths and photo-ionization 

cross sections given in Eq. (2-71) and Eq. (2:._75) can be evaluated. We 

write the dipole matrix element in terms of the h' s 

{3-14) 

When E represents a discrete state, there is no difficulty, but when 

E represents a continuum state, a singularity arises again, and it is 

handled in the same way as in the eigenvalue equation. 

The eigenvalue equations have now been reduced from a set 

of linear integral equations to a set of linear algebraic equations. To 

find the discrete eigenvalues, the roots of the secular determinant are 

found. To find the continuum eigenvalue, [3, inhomogenous linear 

equations are solved. This is, of course, after the Coulomb matrix 

elements, J~,_j_), and the energies, w., are evaluated. 
1 

b... Numerical Methods 

The first step in evaluating the theory is the generation of a 

set of basis states. As was mentioned in Sec. 2-b, the Hartree-Fock 

orbitals have the advantage of leading to no first-order energy correc

tions. The generation of these orbitals, however, requires the solution 

of integra-differential eigenvalue equations. The development of a com

_puter program for this purpose is an immense task that was not attempted. 
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It is felt that the effects of the correlations in the RPA can still be ob

served with simpler ,basis functions" 

When available, the Hartree orbitals were used for the basis, 

and otherwise, the Thomas -Fermi field for the positive ion was formed 

and the orbitals computed in the field" In both cases, to find the excited 

states, it is necessary only to integrate a differential equation. The 

Hartree potential used for the excited orbitals consists of the field of 

the neutral atom less the contribution of one of the valence electrons. 

This potential is fixed and not altered for the ground-state orbitals" 

Thus the excited orbitals are found in an ionic field, and the valence or

bitals are found in this same field, which is the correct ground-state 

Hartree potential for them" However, the orbitals in the inner shells 

are also found in this field, which includes· their own charge dens.ity, so 

they are not the ordinary Hartree orbitals. 

Given the true Hartree orbitals for the ground state, the po

tential was computed from 

V(r) 
z . 
-+ r 

3 I >!< I 1 I 

L: J d r tj;n,.£,m,!J.(t) Jr -r 1l tj;n,.£,m,J.l(r_). 
n,.£, rm, !J. 

(3-15) 

The sum excludes one orbital in the valence shelL The Hartree or

bitals are separable and can be written 

lJ.! n (r) = R n(r) Y nm{8,<j>) X 
n, ;:-,m,!J. - n,;:- ;:, f.L 

(3-16) 

Then Eq" (3 -15) reduces to 

V(r) 
z inner shells · 

1 + L: 2(2.£ + 1)[-
r r 

n, .£ 

r 2 12 I 00 2 I I i 

~ Rn, .£ (r )r dr + ~ Rn, _e(r )r dr] 

J r 12 I 12 i 00 12 I I I 

+[2(2.£+1)-l]X [;::- ~ ~ • .£(r )r dr +~ Rn,.£ (r )r dr], (3-17) 

i 

where R o{r) represents the valence orbital. The Eq" (3 -17) is eval-n, ;:, 
uated by Simpson's rule by using published Hartree orbitals. These 

20 20 21 
were available for Be , Ca , and Zn . For the other atoms, as 
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stated abovei the Thomas -Fermi field for the singly ionized atom is 

used. The Thomas -Fermi field and the alternation of that field to that 
22 

of a positive ion is taken from Gombas. . 

With the potential known, the generation of the basis set is 

accomplished by solving the radial part of the Schrodinger equation, 

g iven here in atomic units, with F. 0 (r) = R. 0 {r)r: n XI n, XI. 

- [ 2V(r) + P,(f, + I) ·- 2E] P n p,<r) = 0. 
r 

(3-18) 

The boundary conditions are 

P 
11 

p,{ 0) = . P n p,< oo) = 0, for E < 0, 

Pkf,(O) = 0, 

and 

{3-19) 

Equation {3-18) was numerically integrated by using a pro

gram obtained from J, Babcock of the Rand Corporation. it is a mo

dernizati~n of the program used by Latter
23 

in his extensive computa

tions based on the Thomas-Fermi and Thomas-Fermi-Dirac models. 

The program is described in that paper and is not discussed further here 

except to note the results of some test runs, 

With the use of the Coulomb potential the hydrogen ls and 6s 

bound states were found, as well as the k = 1, 0, P, = 1 continuum state. 

The program was very satisfactory, giving the 1s and 6s eigenvalues 

to six figures and the wave functions to ± l in the fifth figure over the 

.entire range. The continuum wave function had the same accuracy. The 

basis functions we require are formed in a potential quite similar to the 

Coulomb potential and have about the same number of .nodes (or k values) 

as the functions tested, so we expect about five -figure accuracy for our 

basis states. 

Of course, we do .not have a Hartree solution to that accuracy, 

since the ground-state orbitals used were taken from old articles (193 5 

and 1941) and were given to about three figures. This fact has a small 
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effect on the theory, however, since any reasonable set of basis or

bitals may be used, In the derivation of the fundamental equation, no 

special properties of the basis were assumed. 

The normalization of the basis is as follows: 

(erE /erE~) = 0EE 1
' 

E < 0 
and (3 -20) 

(erE lerE 1 ) 
I 

= cS(k - k ), E >0, 

The delta-function normalization for a continuum function in the Cou

lombic potential was found long ago by Sommerfeld, 
24 

and the result is 

that the asymptotic form of Pk£ (r) is given by 

(3-21) 

Adjustment of the numerical continuum functions to" this normalization 

is carried out by using a method described by Bates and Seaton
25 

pre

sented in Appendix F. 

For each atom treated the following orbitals are found: { 1) 

all the ground-state orbitals, (2) five excited bound p orbitals (six for 

Be), (3) continuum p orbitals at k intervals of 0,1 from k = 0.1 to 

1.0 for Be, k = 0.1 to 1.2 for Mg, and k = 0,1 to 1.6 for the remaining 

cases. All k values are given in atomic units. 

With the use of these basis functions, the Coulomb matrix 

elements are evaluated. The matrix elements arise in two places in the 

theory. Firstly, Slater F and G integrals are needed as first-order 

corrections to the excitation energies; and secondly, the Coulomb inte

grals couple configurations to form the eigenstates of the Sawada Hamil

tonian. If we ignore the angular factors, the integrals have the form 

34 
X 

12 

00 00 

= -~ 

L 
, r< 1 

dr 2 P , (r)P , (r ). L+lp n (r)P n (r ), 
nl x.-1 n2x.-2 r · n3x.-3 n4x.-4 

> 

(3 -22) 
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Since L = 1 in all cases treated, Eq, (3-22) becomes 

34 00 1 r I 1. I 

X =fdr
1

P n(r)P n(r}[--zf dr P n (r)r P £ (r) 
12 ° nlX!l n3Xl3 r 0 n2Xl2 . n4 4 

(3-23) 
00 

+ r J 
r 

I I 1 I 

dr P n (r ) - 2 P n (r )] , 
n2Xl2 r' n4X14 

The expression Eq, (3 -23) was evaluated by using Simpson's rule. The 

program used was checked against another program obtained from the 

Rand Corporation, and the two gave consistent results to five figures. 

The effect of the mesh size was studied, and it was found that the value 

of the integral is insensitive to the mesh size over a large range. For 

example, the value of a Coulomb integral was constant to five figures 

·,;,:hen evaluated with 200, 500, and 1,000 points, The accuracy dropped 

to three figures when 2, 000 points were used. For each integral the 

mesh is chosen by the rule of thumb of about 20 points per half cycle of 

the most rapidly varying function. 

In all cases treated, the matrix elements that couple config

urations have £
1 

= £
2 

= 0 and _e
3 

= £
4 

= L Including all factors, then, 

the J{!_,_j_) defined by Eq. {2-29) becomes 

( 3-24) 

The X1
S were found for all possible combinations of excited states, In 

treating Ca, for example, there were 21 excited states, 5 bound and 16 

in the continuum. In this case, 231 X1 s were needed. 

The expression for the first-order corrections to the excitation 

energy is given in Eq. (2-38), The expectation value of the one-particle 

potential in the valence orbitals and the excited orbitals is needed, as 

well as Slater F and G integrals connecting the other ground-state or

bitals to these. These integrals are found, as described above, by 

Simpson's rule, but an apparent difficulty arises for the continuum states 

when we evaluate (k IV I k) . Since the potential is Coulombic as r...,.. oo, 
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the matrix element does not appear to be bounded; however, when we 

use delta-function normalization, the state vectors have infinite length 

and cannot be treated alone" The clearest way to see that (k IV lk) 

really does not contribute any correction is to put the system into a 

box of arbitrarily large radius R " Now the continuum states have a 

1. · l F . 
0 

h' 1' . f' d norma 1zat1on cc-::::- . actor1ng out t 1s norma 1zat1on, we 1n 
0~ . 

2 sin1:kr+6(r, k,.£)) dr 1 
0-25) 

"lT r "lT 
0 

The same result holds for the Slater F integrals, which also appear 

as correction terms, and the G integrals go as 1/R , so the con-
o 

tinuum energies are not shifted" The excitation energies are the quan-

tities that enter the theory, however, and since the energy of the hole 

state is shifted, all the continuum excitation energies will be shifted by 

this amount. 

The first-order corrections are applied to all atoms studied 

except Zn. The Hartree potential used for Zn would not bind the 3d 

orbital, so the corrections could not be found" The reason for this dif

ficulty is that the potential is not realistic for shells below the valence 

and produces too little binding for these shells, Since the 3d shell in 

Zn is not far below the 4s shell, the potential was just too weak" 

With the excitation energies and the matrix elements known, 

the eigenvalue problem can be solved. The computer program used to 

find the bound-state eigenvalues and eigenvectors was written by W" L. 

Frank of Space Technology Laboratory and is available in the SHARE 

library. 
26 

The program finds the eigenvalues by ttransforming the 

determinant to nearly triangular form and finding its roots by iteration. 

The program is generally satisfactory, but if the eigenvalues are too 

closely spaced, occasionally some of them are incorrect. This can be 

controlled by scaling the matrix and also by computing the orthogonality 

of the eigenvectors" The product of two authentic eigenvectors is about 

10-
5

, but when one vector corresponds to a false eigenvalue, the 
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product is about 0.2. Thus it is a simple matter to identify the bad 

roots. 

The continuum has little effect on the RPA bound states. 

Nevertheless, the bound-state problem was solved using several mesh 

sizes, with the result that the bound states were almost completely un

affected by the mesh size, and a mesh of & = 0.1 was used. 

As shown in Sec. 3 -a, the evaluation of the theory in the 

continuum requires the solution of linear inhomogeneous equations. 

Another SHARE program, written by B. S. Garbow of Argonne National 

Laboratory, was used for this problem. 
27 

The program uses Jordan's 

method to invert the matrix, and the transformations used in the inver

sian allow the solution of linear ihhomogenous equations to be found. 

The largest matrix studied was 40 by 40, and the equations were solved 

to ± 2 in the seventh figure for this case. This type of accuracy was 

maintained in all of the cases studied. The solutions in the continuum 

were also evaluated using different meshes. The mesh size was varied 

from & = 0.1 to & = 0.025. The difference in the results was about 

1 o/o or less, so a mesh of ..6k = 0.1 was used for the continuum also. To 

change the mesh size, it is necessary to interpolate the Coulomb inte

grals to the new mesh. This was done by quadratic interpolation. 

The evaluation of the dipole matrix elements with the basis 

states was also carried out by Simpson's rule. Finally, the evaluation 

of the dipole matrix element in the RPA requires an integration over the 

continuum components of an eigenvector. For discrete RPA states, this 

integral is approximated by the trapezoidal rule. For continuum RPA 

states, the evaluation of the integral is performed in the same manner 

as the integral in Eq. (3 -7) is evaluated. 
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4. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

In this section the results of the RPA applied to beryllium, 

magnesium, calcium, zinc, and strontium are presented. The results 

are given for each atom sepa:r:ately and compared with previous theoret

ical arid experimental work. Since the Coulomb matrix elements ex

hibit the same general behavior for all the atoms studied, they are 

shown for Be only. The g and h vectors also are similar for the 

different atoms, so they too are listed for Be only. All energies are 

given in atomic units (27.21 eV = 1 au). The photo-ionization cross 

sections are listed in megabarns (1 Mb = l0-
18

cm
2

). 

a. Beryllium 

In Figs. 19 2, and 3 some typical Coulomb matrix elements 

are plotted. The quantity shown is the normalized integral with no an

gular factors, i.e., the X in Eq. (3-23). In Fig. 1 the bound-bound 

integrals are shown. A study of this figure reveals that the coupling of 

configurations is strongest in the lower -energy states and decreases 

quickly as higher shells are considered. In Fig. · 2, some bound-free 

integrals are shown. Note that these cannot be compared directly with 

the bound- bound and free -free integrals sincethe;basis'continuum states; are 

normalized to a delta function. In Fig. 2, we see that the bound states 

are coupled most strongly to continuum states a little above threshold 

rather than right at the threshold. Also, considering the low energy

continuum states, we see that these states are coupled much more 

strongly to the lowest bound state than to the higher bound states. This 

is observed by selecting a particular value of k in Fig. 2 and noting the 

values of the integrals connecting states with this value of k to the 

bound states. In Fig. 3, some free -free integrals are presented. These 

integrals vary smoothly. and generally have maximums near their dia

gonal values. Note that these diagonal values climb to a maximum (in 

Fig. 3, this maximum occurs near k = 0.8) and then decrease slowly. 

This slow decrease indicates that the energy denominators are counted 
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on to make the high-energy components of the eigenvectors small, as 

explained in Sec. 3-a. These remarks concerning the matrix elements 

are applicable to all the atoms studied. 

Excitation energies are listed in Table I. The notation is 

as follows: EB' the bare excitation energy; EC' the bare energy with 

first-order corrections; ER' the excitation energy found in the RPA; 

EL' excitation energies found by previous theoretical calculations; and 

E b , the experimental excitation energy. 
0 s 

Table:!. Excitation energies of Be 

Level EB Ec ER 

(au} (au} (au) 

1 0 P (2s-2p) 0.1066 0.07799 0.1518 

1 0 P (2s-3p) 0.2191 0.2559 0.2649 

1 0 P {2s -4p) 0.2510 0.2886 0.2920 

1 0 P (2s-5p) 0.2647 0. 3092 0.3107 

Ionization 
limit 0. 3328 

a . 
Reference 28. 

above the ground state. 

EL E 
obs 

(au) (au) 

0.149a 0.1939 

0.2742 

0. 3063 

0.3425 

We note that the first-order correction is in the wrong direc

tion fo'r the 1 P 0 (2s.,..2p) level. but for all higher levels it is the principal 

correction. This effect is caused by the large value of the Slater G 

integral for the 2s-2p configuration. This exchange interaction lowers 

the energy of the excited state more than the energy of the ground state 

is lowered, with the result that the energy difference decreases. The 

G integral for higher configurations is much less and, indeed, the 

energy corrections in the higher configurations are very smalL The 

difference between EB and EC for these higher configurations is due 
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almost entirely to the ground-state corrections. We observe also 

from Table I that the RPA shifts the lowest energies, but the' effect 

decreases rapidly. This. is in accord with the behavior of the bound

bound Coulomb elements discussed above. The value of EL was cal

culated by solving the Hartree- Fock equations for the 
1 

So (2s- 2s) 

ground state and the 
1 

P
0 

(2s -2p) excited state and subtracting the en

e-rgies of these states. 
28 If the amount of energy shift due to the RPA 

correlations were approximately the same in a Hartree-Fock basis, 

the calculated excitation energy would slightly exceed the experimental 

value. 

In Table II, the oscillator strengths for the four lowest levels 

are listed. The notation is the same as for the energies; fC is calcu

lated with EC and the bare dipole matrix element. All the atoms 

examined have very large dipole matrix elements connecting the ground 
1 0 

state and the-lowest P state, the so-called "resonance transition." 

In Be this matrix element has the opposite sign from the matrix ele

ments coupling higher levels to the ground state, and this makes the 

results for Be different from the other atoms. The coupling of the 

resonance level to other levels produces large differences in the RPA 

values of the oscillator strengths compare~ to the fcs,.ancl, 0wi:ngto:tp.e sign 

change in Be, the fR' s are smaller than the fc' s. This effect is also 

observed in the photo-ionization cross section. This change of sign of 

the dipole matrix element also takes place in the other atoms, but it 

occurs in the continuum there. 

The bare dipole integrals are known to be quite sensitive to 

the wave functions used in their calculation, so, for example, with a 

Hartree-Fock basis, the sign changes described above might be dis

placed and s.ome of the oscillator strengths would be enhanched rather 

than reduced. However, regardless of the basis, the resonance dipole 

matrix ·element remains much larger than the others and has a large 

effect on the value of oscillator strengths to all levels in the RPA. This 

large effect is a prominent feature of the theory. 

There is no experimental information on-the oscillator strengths 

of Be. The fL listed was calculated by using the Hartree-Fock wave 
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function of reference 28 and the experimental energy, 
29 

If the exper

imental energy had been used for fC' its value would have increased 

almost three times, while fR would be about Z.Oo/o larger or 1,2, 

Table IL Oscillator strengths of Be from the ground state, 

Level £c fR f 
L 

1 0 
P (2s-2p) 0, 9049 0,9885 1,82a 

1 0 
P (2s-3p) 0, 0269 0,00133 

1 0 
P (2s -4p) 0, 0146 0, 00052 

1 0 
P {2s-5p) 0, 0079 0, 00082 

a 
Reference 29, 

Table III lists the photo-ionization cross section for low 

energies, The smallness of O"R near threshold is due to the resonance 

level, as explained above, As higher energies are reached, this effect 

diminishes, and O"R and O"C approach each other, Even at high ener

gies, however, the ground-state correlations have an effect, so the two 

values need not exactly agree, Again, there is no experimental infor

mation, In Fig, 4 the data are plotted along with a calculation by 
30 

Bates who uses a Coulomb potential for the continuum state and an 

analytic function, fitted to a Hartree function, for the bound state, 

Figure 4 amply demonstrates that the cross section is sensitive to the 

approximations used, 

The RPA should provide a good description of the low-lying 

states of Be since there are no doubly excited configurations having 

energies close to these states, The selection rules on configuration 
1 0 interaction insure that only configurations that can form P states 

need be examined, The lowest such configuration is (2p-3s) with an 

energy in the continuum, so it probably has a very small effect on the 

bound states; it would, however, affect the continuum results, 

.· 
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Table III. Photo -ionization eros s sections for Be. 

Energy o-c o-R 
(au) .(Mb) {Mb) 

0.005 3.66 0.651 

0.045 3. 79 2.60 

0.125 3. 55 3.47 

0.245 2.89 3,37 

Finally, some typical g and h vectors are listed in Table 

IV. We recall that the h' s would be zero if no ground-state correla

tions were present. A study of Table IV indicates that these correla

tions are quite important for the low-lying levels. For example, con-
I o 

sider the P (2s -2p) level; gE(2p) - hE(2p) ~ 0. 7, so, in the computa-

tion of the oscillator strength, Eq. (2-71 ), the RPA dipole matrix ele

ment is reduced to just half of its bare value. On the other hand if we 
1 0 

examine P (2s -5p), we see that gE(5p) - hE(5p) ~ 0. 97, and the value 

of hE(5p) is insignificant. 

b. Magnesium 

No Hartree field was available for Mg, so the Thomas -Fermi 

positive ion field was used. The excitation energies are listed in Table 

V. The results are quite similar to the Be case, and the remarks de

scribing Table I apply here also. The value of EL was found by 

Trefftz 9 , who used several Hartree-Fock configurations. The ground 

state was formed from four configurations, and two configurations were 

used for the excited state. This procedure gives a good value for the 

excitation energy, but the calculated oscillator strength is about 40% 

high. 
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Table IV. The ·g and h vectors for· Be. 

1 0 P (2s-2p) 
I o 

P (2s-5p) 

Config g h g h 

2s-2p -1.038 -0.334 -0.0515 -'0.0309 

2s-3p 0.164 -0.0419 -0.0692 -0.006 7 

2s-4p 0.0641 -0.0199 -0.0956 -0.0035 

2s-5p 0.0359 -0.0122 -0.973 .-0.0023 

2s-6p 0.0245 -0.0086 0.165 -o.'oor6 

2s-7p 0.0183 -0.0066 0.0745 -0.0013 

2s-O.lp 0.0835 -0.0317 0.154 -0.0064 

2s-0.2p 0.0999 -0.0398 0.133 -0.0085 

2s-0.3p 0.0934 -0.0399 0.0941 -0.0092 

2s-0.4p 0.0750 .:o.0347 0.0633 -0.0089 

2s-0.5p 0.0528 -0.0265 0.0419 -0.0080 

2s-0.6p 0.0323 -0.0175 0.0272 -0.0067 

2s -0. 7p 0.0156 -0.0091 . 0.0178 -0.0052 

2s-0.8p 0.0033 -0.0021 0.0102 -0.0036 

2s-0.9p -0.0050 0.0033 0.0055 -0.0023 

2s-I.Op -0.0102 0.0071 0.0024 -0.0011 

I o P (2s -O.lp) 
I o 

P (2s-0.7p) 

g h g h 

2s-2p 0. Ill 0.0696 0.0497 0.0379 

2s-3p 0.118 0.0163 0.0456 0. 0176 

2s-4p O. Ill 0.0087 0.0319 0.0107 

2s-5p 0.128 0.0057 q.024l 0 .• 0073 

2s-6p 0.129 0.0041 0.0186 0.0054 

2s-7p 0.12 7 0.0032 0.0148 0.0042 

2s-O.lp 0.0162 0.0871 0.0228 

2s-0.2p. ~0.988 0.0215 0.131 0.0317 

2s-0.3p -0.421 0.0235 0.179 0.0374 

2s-0.4p -0.233 0.0232 0.245 0.0408 

2s-0.5p -n.r4r 0.0212 0.363 0.0421 

2s-0.6p -0.0880 o. 0181 0.693 0.0413 

2s-0.7p -0.0549 0.0144 0.0388 

2s-0.8p -0.0333 0.0106 -0.570 0.0348 

2s-0.9p -0.0189 0.0070 -0.245 0.0297 

2s-I.Op -0.0141 0.0039 -0.134 0.0242 
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Table V. Excitation energies of Mg above the ground state. 

Level 

1P
0

(3s-3p) 

1 
P

0 
(3s -4p) 

1 P
0 

(3s -5p) 

1P
0

{3s-6p) 

Ionization 
limit 

a Reference 9. 

EB 

(au) 

0.1094 

0. 1790 

o. 2031 

0. 2142 

Ec 

(au) 

0.08172 

0. 2005 

0.2340 

0.2472 

0.2688 

ER EL E 
obs 

(au) (au) (au) 

0.1278 0. I655a 0. 1597 

0.2104 0.2249 

0. 23 79 0.2492 

0.2492 

0.2810 

The oscillator strengths are listed in Table VI. In contrast 

to Be, the bare resonance dipole matrix element and the higher bound

state dipole matrix elements have the same sign, so the oscillator 

strengths to these higher levels are enhanced by the RPA rather than 

reduced. The value of fL was computed by Trefftz.9 The close agree

ment of fR with fobs is obtained with an inaccurate value of the ex

citation energy. If the experimental energy is used, the value of fR 

changes to fR = 1.47, which is still an improvement over Trefftz's 

value. The ground-state correlations, i.e., the large value of hE(3p), 

are primarily responsible for producing this value of fR. The effect 

is just the same as was described for Be. 
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Ta:Jle VI. Oscillator strengths of Mg from the ground state. 

Level 

1P
0

(3s-3p) 

1P
0

(3s-4p) 

1 0 
'p (3s-Sp) 

Lc 
--N-·--

1.407 

0,0494 

0. 0097 

f 
B fL f 

obs 
-·------ ---
1. 181 

a 
1.674 . 1. 2± .3 b 

0.1433 

0. 0426 

·-------·---------

aReference 9. 
b 

Reference 6. 

The photo -ionization eros s sections are listed in Table VII 
. ~ 31 and plotted in F1g: :;, The coupling to the resonance level is res-

ponsi ble for the high value at threshold in the following manner. The 

(3s- 3p) component of the k = 0. 1 f vector is 0. 0681; however, 

p3 3 = 2.87, . s- p 
so the product is 0.195, which is almost as large as 

the bare dipole matrix element p 3 s-O. Jp = 0.217. Since the cross 

section depends on t~ square of the matrix element, this mechanism 

raises it about a factor of four above the bare value. The bare dipole 

matrix elements have a change of sign near k = 0. 4, giving a zero 

eros s section there. The RPA displaces this minimum to higher 

energy. The experimental results shown in Fig. 5 were not carried 

out far enough in energy to observe this minimum, but it is probably 

present because such a minimum exists for Ca and its origin in that 

atom is the same a.s here. 

The low-lying states of Mg should be .described we'll by the 

RFA for the same reason as was present in De- -the absence of doubly 

excited configurations of low energy. The experimental measurement 

of the photo-ionization cross section in Fig. 5 is assigned an error of 

±ZOo/a by the authors. If this curve is accurate within these limits, it 

appears that the RPA gives a large spurious effect near threshold that 
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would have to be canceled by the inclusion of double excitations. Such 

a possibility exists .and needs further investigation. 

Table VII. Photo-ionization cross section of Mg. 

Energy o-c o-R 

(Mb) (Mb) 

0.005 0. 6913 3.57 

0.045 0. 1143 2.67 

0.125 0.0215 0.245 

0.245 0.1619 0,0101 

0.405 0, 23 78 0, 171 

c, Calcium 

The Hartree and Thomas-~ermi bases are both used for Ca, 

so a direct comparison of the two can be made, The energy values 

were comparable in the two cases, but large differences occurred in 

the oscillator strengths and cross sections, Calcium, unlike Be and 

Mg, has a 3d shell quite close to the 4s shelL This shell allows 

(3d-np) configurations to form that are not included in the RPA and that 

have energies comparable to the states we examine, so we expect to 

see effects of these configurations, 

. Table VIII lists the excitation energies of Ca. The RPA 

values agree more closely with the observed_.values than do those in 

the previous atoms, so it might be inferred that the doubly excited con

figurations do not have much effect on the energy. As mentioned above, 

the RPA energies do not seem to be improved by using a Hartree basis. 

The value of EL = 0.1045 was a Hartree-:Fock calculation performed by 

finding the ground state and the 1P
0

(4s-4p) state;
32 

the value of 

EL = 0,1153 was calculated by Tref£tJ
0 

who used five Hartree-Fock 

configurations plus a pqlarization potentiaL 
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Ditchburn 
and Ma rr 0 

CTC 

CTR 

b 1.0 

OL-~~~~~~_.~~==~--~--~ 

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 

Energy above t h resho I d in au 

MU-28541 

Fig. 5. Photo-ionization cross- section of magnesium. 
a. Reference 31. · 



Table VIII. ExCitation energies of Ca from the ground state. 

Level E F.T. E F.T. E F.T. 
EB 

H 
Ec 

H 
ER 

H 
EL E 

B c R obs 
(an) (au) (an) {a:ll) (au} (all) (an) (all) 

1 0 
0. 0539 0. 0720 0,1075 0, 0709 0.0654 0, 1048 0. 104? 0.1153b 0.1078 P (4s-4p) 

1 0 P (4s-5p) 0.1021 0.1719 0.1793 0.1290 0. 1764 0.1837 0. 1899 

1 0 
P (4s-6p) 0, 1205 0.2003 0.2033 0.1494 0, 2039 0, 2069 0.2002 

Ionization 
limit 0.2341 0;2384 0.2247 

I 
U1 
>f>.. 

aReference 32. 
I 

b Reference 10, 
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The listing of the oscillator strengths in Table IX shows a 

substantial difference between the Hartree and the Thomas- Fermi 

models, The principal reason for this difference is that the. bare re.s

onance dipole matrix element is about 15o/o larger with the use of the 

Thomas-Fermi basis, The Hartree value of fR for the resonance 

transition is much superior to the Thomas ·-Fermi value, and it is cal

culated with an accurate value of the excitation energy, It is also an 

of 2,27 calculated with Hartree-Fock improvement on the fL value 
29 . 

functions. The fL value of L46 was 
10 

calculated by Trefftz by 

using configuration interaction and a polarization potentiaL In addition 

she calculated the oscillator strength by using both the length and veloc

ity matrix elements and took the geometric mean to arrive at the above 

number. The length element alone gave f = L 74, which is close to~ H. 

Table IX, Oscillator strengths of Ca from the ground state. 

Level f F. T, £ F.T, 
fc 

H 
fR 

H 
fL f 

c R obs 

1 0 
P (4s -4p) 2.942 2.63 2.038 1.823 2 z-a. . { ' 1.46b 1.49c 

1 0 . 
P (4s-5p) 0.0588 0.217 0. 0461 0.14 73 0.0374c 

1 0 
P (4s-6p) 0,0100 0. 0617 0. 0081 0.0465 0. 0602c 

aReference 29. 
b 
Reference 10. 

c Reference 7. 

The experimental £ values were obtained by Russian workers 

quite recently, and the accuracy is stated at a few percent. The fact 

that the second level has a smaller f value than the third has also been 
7 

observed by other workers. This behavior is not present in the RPA 

results, since it is an effect caused by the 
1 

P
0 

(3d-4p) level, which has 
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an energy quite close to the 
1 0 

P (4s -Sp) level. However, note that the 

fR' s for the third level, which is not so close to a (3d-np) configuration, 

are of the right order of magnitude and a sizable improvement over the 

fc's. 
The photo -ionization eros s section close to threshold has been 

measured by Ditchburn33 , and he finds that the (3d-np) 
1

P and 
3

p 

series limit lies above the threshold, so the auto-ionization lines from 

this series are very strong. He attempts to subtract out these lines to 

find the absorption arising from the (4s -kp) continuum, but it appears 

that a theoretical calculation of the cross section must take the {3d-np) 

series into account, As we have stated above, the RPA does not in

clude the (3d-np) configurations, so we do not expect satisfactory results 

for the low-energy cross section. 

The photo-ionization cross sections are listed in Table X, and 

the Hartree values are plotted in Fig. 6. As in Mg, the (J c' s are closer 

to the experimental values than the cross sections calculated in the RPA. 

However in calcium this is probably a coincidence. The large values of 

(J R at threshold have the same origin as in Mg- -coherent coupling to 

the resonance transition. As with the oscillator strengths, the values of 

The (J L value listed was 
13 

calculated with Hartree-Fock wave functions by Bates and Massey. 

(JR for the two bases differ considerably. 

Table X. Photo-ionization cross sections of Ca. 

Energy F.L .. F.. T. H H 
(Jc (JR ~c (JR (JL (J 

obs 
. (au) {Mb} ~Mb) (Mb) (Mb) (Mb) {Mb) 

0.005 0. 964 7.23 0.533 3.41 :::: 23.0a ::::0.4 b 

0.045 0. 0558 3.60 0.0409 1.74 :::: 14.0a 

o. 125 0. 0631 0.182 0.0479 0. 101 

0.245 o. 159 0. 0536 0.150 0.0511 

0.405 0.166 0.154 0.173 0.152 

a Reference 33. 
b 
Reference 13. 
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--- Ditch burn 

2.0 ----- a-c H 
N 

E H 
0 o-R 

a:l 

'o 

b 1.0 

\ /(. 
I \ 1 

0 \ ,J, 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 

Energy above threshold in au 

MU-28542 

'·. ~ . 

·Fig. 6. Photo.:.ionization cross section of calcium 
by using the Hartree basis. 
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d. Zinc 

The 3d shell is complete for Zn, thus the difficulty of low

energy doubly excited configurations does not arise. As was mentioned 

in Sec. 3- b, the fixed potential model used throughout this work was too 

crude to bind the 3d electrons, so the energy levels are not corrected in 

this atom. Thus the excitation energies, listed in Table XI are not as 

accurate as for the previous atoms. A Hartree basis is used. 

Table XI. Excitation energies of Zn from the ground state. 

Level EB Ec ER EL E 
obs 

(au) (au) (au) (au) . (au) 
1 0 

P (4s -4p) 0.1365 0. 1843 0.2130 
1 0 

P (4s-5p) 0.2178 0.2294 0.2866 
1 0 

P (4s-6p) 0.2435 0.2483 o. 3126 
Ionization 

limit 0.2755 o. 3452 

The oscillator strengths in Table XII show the same behavior 

as in Mg and Ca; the fR' s for the second and third level are increased 

by their coupling to the resonance level. The amount of coupling depends 

on the energy difference between configurations, and the uncorrected ex

citation energies are closer to the resonance level than they would be if 

corrected. Thus the coupling with this level is enhanced when the bare 

energies are used. 

Table XII. Oscillator strengths of Zn from the ground state. 

Level fB f f 
R obs 

1 0 P (4s-4p) 1.953 1.26 0.903a 
1 0 

P (4s-5p) 0.0494 0.283 
1 0 

P (4s -6p) 0.0107 0.109 

a Reference 34. 
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The photo-ionization cross sections of Zn also show the same 

behavior as in Mg and Ca. Again, the resonance level greatly increases 

the cross section at threshold over its bare value. There areno exper

imental results for Zn, but the type of auto-ionization effect arising in 

Ca should not be presE;!nt. The cross sections are listed in Table XIII. 

·Table XIII. Photo-ionization cross sections of Zn. 

Energy a-B a-R 
(au) (Mb) (Mb) 

0.005 1~07 9.78 

0.045 0.385 7.95 

0.125 0.0249 2.01 

0.245 o. 0 191 0.181 

0.405 0.0774 0.0038 

0.605 0.106 0.0659 

e. Strontium 

The calculc;ttional results resemble Ca. The problem of the 

doubly excited configurations is present here, since the 4d shell lies 

close. to the 5s shell. The Thomas-Fermi basis is used. The excita

tion energies are given in Table XIV. 

Table XIV. Excitation energies of Sr above the ground state. 

Level EB Ec ER EL E 
obs 

(au) . (au) (au) .. (au) (au) 
1 0 

P (5s-5p) 0.05446 0.05738 0.09084 0.09887 

1 0 
P (Ss -6p) 0.1028 0.1460 0.1532 0.1554 

1 0 
P (5s-7p) 0. 1212 0.1708 o. 1738 0.1773 

Ionization 
limit 0.2017 0.2093 
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The oscillator strengths are listed in T.able XV. The os

cillator strength for the 
1 

P
0

,(Ss -6p) level is less than that for the 
1

P
0

(5s-7p) level, and the explanation isprobably the same ~s was given 

for the Ca oscillator strengths, the interaction of a neighboring (4d-np) 

configuration, trow ever, the value of fR for the third level does not 

agree with the. observed value as it does in Ca. In fact, f represents 
c 

this th~rd level very well and the RPA destroys the agreement, The . . . 

explanation for this may be that the (4d-np) configurations in Sr -are 
l 0 1 0 

placed so that they affect both the P (5s -6p) level and the P (5s -7p) 
35 

leveL The value of fL was calculated from the Bates -Damgard tables 

based on the Coulomb approximation. 

Table XV. Oscillator strengths of Sr from the ground state. 

Level fc fR fL f 
obs 

1 0 
P (5s -5p) 2.359 2. 0.54 L80a 1.54 b 

1 0 . .. 
0.0052b P (5s -6p) 0, 0538 0.1914 

l 0 
P (5s-7p) 0,0097 0.0591 O,OllOb 

a 
Reference 36. 

b 
Reference 8, 

The photo -ionization eros s sections listed in Table XVI, re

semble the results of Mg, Ca, and Zn. However, recent experimental 
37 . . 

work; has shown that the (4d-np) series does not strongly affect the 

( 5s -np) continuum near threshold, in contrast to Ca. The value of u b 
12 0 s 

in Table XVI was measured at threshold, and we see that the large 

increase of the cross s~chon due to correlations is necessary to explain 

it, 
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Table XVI. Photo-ionization cross sections for Sr. 

Energy ac aR 0" 
obs 

(au) (Mb) (Mb) (Mb) 

. 0.005 0. 711 4. 75 ::::: 5.3a 

0.045 0.0762 2.38 

0.125' o. 0115 0.165 

00245 0.0569 0.0110 

0.405 o. 0680 0. 0586 

0.605 0.0620 0.0653 

a 
Reference 12. 

f. Summary 

In general the excitation energies in the RPA are fairly accu

rate. The RPA has a sizable effect only on the lowest level, where the 

Coulomb matrix elements are large, and its effect decreases rapidly 

' for the higher levels. The resonance oscillator strengths are all im

proved by the RPA, but the basis used has a large effect on the final 

values. The higher oscillator strengths and the photo-ionization cross 

sections are altered considerably by the RPA, the prominent feature 

being the effect of the resonance leveL In all atoms except Be, the 

coupling to the resonance level increases the oscillator strengths and 

cross sections. In Be the resonance dipole moment is out of phase with 

the others, so a decrease of these quantities occurs. 
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5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

a. Discussion 

The purpose of this study is not to reproduce experimental 

results in detail but rather to examine some effects of electron corre

lations on the calculation of atomic properties. The RPA is not a 

straight configuration-interaction method. The RPA states are eigen

states of a.definite Hamiltonian, within the approximations given, and 

the central question is whether or not this Hamiltonian provides a use

ful framework for atomic calculations. The numerical results indicate 

that the question does not have a simple yes or no answer, but it' de

pends upon the particular atom and the states of that atom that are of 

interest. It also depends on the observables under consideration. 

The RPA, when applied to an infinite electron gas, is known 

to give the exact ground-state energy in the high-density limit, so one 

might expect that the Sawada Hamiltonian is more satisfactory for heavy 

atoms with dense electron cores than for light atoms. However, if the 

calculation of the correlation energy is undertaken, we are not justified 

in dropping the terms in HS referring to inner shells as we did in Sec. 

3-a. The processes that are investigated here take place at the edge of 

the atom, so no trend toward more accurate results is observed as 

heavier atoms are treated. 

In the application of the RPA to the electron gas and to nuclei, 

collective states are found, i.e., states that are superpositions of many 

single -particle excitations with each single -particle excitation having 

about equal weight. These states have energies lying above the single

particle excitation energies and, in nuc-lei, can have greatly increased 

dipole moments. Thus, they provide an explanation for the giant dipole 

resonance found in the nuclear photo effect. 

Such collective states were not found in the atoms studied, 

and we can show that this is plausible by comparing the atomic and nu

clear calculations. In nuclei the unperturbed spectrum treated consists 

of a group of single -particle excitations, all of about the same energy 

and with the same angular momentum. The interaction matrix element 
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is typically 20 to 30 o/o of the excitation energies. Since these states 

are so close in energy and the interaction is so large, strong mixing 

can occur and collective states arise. On the other hand, the excita

tion spectrum of a typical atom is not bunched at certain energies but 

is spread out over the entire energy range. Also the interaction ap

proaches 20 to 30o/o of the excitation energy only for the lowest excited 

states. For the higher states it is much weaker. Thus, since condi

tions that create. the collective state in nuclei are not present in the 

atom, the occurrence of such a state in the atom is unlikely. 

b. Conclusion 

The electron correlations included in the random-phase 

approximation have been shown to be important in the calculation of 

atomic excitation energies, oscillator strengths, and photo-ionization 

cross sections for the atoms studied. The correlations affect only the 

lowest excitation energies, but their effect on the oscillator strengths 

and cross sections extends into the continuum. The RPA values of the 

resonance-level excitation energy and oscillator strength are a sub

stantial improvement over the bare values. The RPA values of the 

photo-ionization cross section near threshold are much larger than the 

experimental values in magnesium and calcium but are of the right 

order of magnitude for strontium. The disagreement is probably due 

to auto -ionization effects not accounted for in the random-phase approx

imation. 

These results constitute the first step in applying the RPA to 

atomic structure. Some of the many problems remaining to be inves

tigated are the following: Firstly, the RPA should be evaluated with a 

Hartree-Fock basis. Then the problem of the pair states and doubly 

excited configurations must be studied- -perhaps along the lines of the 
38 work of Suhl and Werthamer. Other observables should be computed, 

such as the correlation energy, higher multipoles, etc. to study the ef

fect of the correlations on these quantities. The RPA should be formu

lated in j -j coupling so that it can be applied to heavier atoms, Finally, 

a systematic study of the effect of the neglected terms in the potential 

energy should be carried out. 
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. APPENDICES f ,} 

A. I~ this appendix, the Sawada potential Eq. (2-7b) is 

expanded in multipoh~s to give the fo·rm in Eq. (2-28). 

We begin with the form. of the ~otential in Eq~ (2-10): 

v s= £ ~ (a.~ I vI ij) [ C(ia.)C(j~)+ c+ (ia.)c+ OM]+~ (aJI v li~) c+ (j~)C(ia.). 
(A-1) 

The single -particle orbitals can. be written 

m 

cpa.(r)= Ra. (r) Y£ a..(8,cp) xfi, 
- a. . . 

(A-2) 

where Y£ m( (}, cp) is a spherical harmonic, Ra. (r) is the. radial part, and 

)1, is a spinor. The Coulomb interaction has-the expansion (with e
2

= 1): 

L 
r +L 

1 4 < *M · M· 
v = r 

12 
= ~ { 2 ~+ 1) r >L~ 1 M:- L y L ( (} 1' cp 1 ) y L ( (} Z' cp 2), {A-3) 

where r < indicates the smaller of r 
1 

and r 
2

, and r> indicates the 

larger. Using Eq. (A-3), we find the following expression for the matrix 

element: 

m m 
X(£ O£OIL0)(£~0 l.OIL0)(-1) a.(£ -m £.m.ILM)(-l) ~ 

0.1 I"' J . a. 0.11 

(A-4) 
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The radial integrals are represented by xL(ia, jf3). The integrals over 

the products of three spherical harmonics are evaluated with the help 

of a formula from Blatt and Weisskopf. 39 Define 

. . _ . . [ (Ua+l )(2 .£/1 )(2l+l )(Uj+l )] l/
2 

(.£a 0 .£i OILO) ~ 0 ~ 0 I LO) 
JL(1a,~)- x~.~) 2 . 

(2L + 1) 
(A-5) 

With the help of Eq. (A-5), we write 

. m 
L:<aj3lvlij\C(:ia)C(j'f3)= L: (-IfY1L:o 6 JL(ia,.iJ?)(-1) a(.£-m .£,m ILM)C(ia) 

\ '/ L M fJ: f..l.· J..l.p_U. - a a 1 1 
' a: 1 1-' J 

X (-1)f3(.£f3-mf3.£jmjiL-M) C(jf3). (A-6) 

The unlabeled sum on both sides of the equation is over all orbital and 

spin projection quantum numbers. In order to be able to write C(LM,ia), 

defined in Eq. (2-13) in place of C(ia) in Eq. (A-6), we need the factor 

i(-1)f..l.a (s ~f..l. s,fJ..I 00). This factor has the same value, 1/"./Z, for both 
a a 1 1 

values of fJ. , so we multiply and divide the right-hand side of Eq. (A-6) 
a . 

by the quantity, "./Z, and obtain the desired result 

L:~f31vlij)C(ia)C(jf3)= 2 L: (-1fY1JL(ia,_jj3)C(LM,ia)C(L-M,_jj3) 
L,M 

or 

(A-7) 

The sum on the left-hand side of Eq. (A-7) is now over all quantum 

numbers, and the sum on the right-hand side excludes the projection 

quantum numbers. 

The other terms in V S are treated similarly, and the final 

result is Eq. (2 -28). Thus 
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Hs = ~ E. ao + a . ..:, ~ E. b + b 
1 1 1 a. a. a 

+. ~1 A.J~,~){[C(~M,ia) C(L·M,~) + c+ (LM,ia) C+(L-M,lliJ·.(·~ I»M 

2_0-·k 
'L,M . 

+ zc+ (LM, in) C(LM,~)}. 

B. In this appendix we wish to evaluate the quantity 

S{K, !0 = ~ 
k' 

2~1hK(~1 ) J{~, ~1 } 

WK ;_ ~I 
(B-1) 

appearing in Eq. (3--6). We consider our system to be enclosed in a 
I 

large sphere of radius R , and k designates the allowed states, bound 
0 

and continuum, in the sphere. The reason for introducing the sphere is 

to facilitate the study of the contribution of the sum near the point 

From Eq. {3 ~ 19) we see that our basis functions in the con

tinuum have the p..symptotic form 

N sin[kr + ~ tn 2kr + o .l o{k)) 

kr 

The requirement that these functions vanish when . r = R 
0 

1 
kR

0 
+ k £n 2k R

0 
+ o _g+ o(k) = mr.. 

i I 

{B-2) 

leads to 

{B-3) 

We now write Eq. (B-3) for k and n = n + 1 and subtract the equation 

for k from it: 

1 i 1 i 

ok R + k-' tn 2k R -· k- £n2k R + o(k) -· o(k } = 'IT, 
0 0 0 

{B-4) 

I 

where ok = (k -k) .. Since R is arbitrarly large, ok is very small, and 
0 

with the assumption that the phas'e shift be a continuous function of k, 
I . 

o(k) - o(k ) is negligible. Also the log terms can be written 
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1 
+ kl 

I 1 . 
.£n 2k - k .£n 2k. (B-5) 

Again, ~~ .£nzk- ~ .£n2k is a continuous function of k and k
1 

and there

fore negligible, and the first term in Eq. (B- 5) is also arbitrarily small 

compared with cSkR , so we have the spacing between neighboring k 
0 

states 

or 

1T 
cSk =~ 

0 

R 
cSn :_ o 
cSk - 1T 

Further, the normalization gives for N in Eq. (B-2) · 

N=R k. 
I 0 

(B-6) 

(B-7) 

Returning to Eq. (B-1 ), we call the sum over bound states 

SB and replace the sum in the continuum by an integral everywhere but 
I I 

in a range YJ of k including the point k = K: 

R ko 
S(K,k) = .'L+~ Pf 
-- L3 1T 0 

K+( r]/2) 
+ ~ 

k 1
- K-(n/2) 

2wk 1 hK(~1 ) 2J ~. ~~) dk1 

(wK- wkl }Ro 

(B.-8) 

The symbol J (k, k
1

) indicates that the factor :: has been removed 

from the matrix element. Now YJ is arbitrarly0 small, so all slowly 

varying functions can be factored out of the sum, yielding 

k 

S(K,k)= ~ +; P f
0
° 

I I 

2wk1 ~( ~) J(~.~~) dk 

{wK - wkl) 
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-K+(,/n ·-
; -~-

k1 =K-:111/2) 

1-.: 
K- k 1 (B-9) 

} : 

Thus we see that th~- third' term on'the right-hand side of Eq. (B-9) 

corresponds· to the delta-function term in Eq. _(3 -8)_ . 

. To evaluate the sumin Eq. (B-9), we assume that K falls 

between ki and ki + 1 . Then 

K - k = a ok. 
1 

defines K in terms of a. Measuring from k., we find 
1 -

K - k. = a ok + m ok, 
J 

where m = i - j. Thus we rewrite the sum in Eq. (B-9) 

K+(,/2) 
1 

~ K-k 1 

k 1 =K-.(11/2) 

1 = ok 
1 -- = R ctn Trap 

a+m o -
m=-oo 

since, although 11 is small, it is still large enough to contain many 

states. 

Now Eq. (B-9) becomes 

k I_ I. i . _ . 

2 o 2wk 1 ~(k )J(~, k }dk 4UXhK(K) 'J{~, ~) ctn rra 
S(K, k) = s_ +- p I ( ) + K ' - - -.1::3 TT 0 W - W.. ;K .KI . 

(B-1 0) 

(B-11) 

(B-12) 

and we see that the neighborhood of wK= wk, has a contribution. Thus, 

with the use of the delta-function n9rmalization, the singularity must be 

written in the form of Eq. (3 -8). 

K+L:i 
pJ 

K-.6 

C. In this appendix, we evaluate the G 1 s in Eq. (3-10): 

+ G
3

(k, K, .6) hK(K+L\). (C-1) 
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' This integral is evaluated by quadratically interpolating hK(~ ) and , 
J(k, k ) between the points k = K-4 K, and K+~ since we know --, ' 
J(k, L) only at these points, and we wish to find hK(k ) at these points. 

I I 

+ 

arid 

Interpolating hK (~ ) and J (k, ~) we find 

I 2 I 

hK(K+~[k - k (2K-~ + K(K-.6)] 

I 

hK(~)(k
1 2 

-2k
1 

K+K
2 -~2 ) 

~2 

+ : 2 [2KJ(k, ~) - (2K+~ J(~, K-.6)/2 - (2K-.6) J~,K+-6)/2] 

(C-2) 

+--\- [K(K+~ J(!5,K:£J/2- (K
2
- ~2 ) J('k,K) + K(K-.6) J~,K+4)/2] 

ti 
I 2 I 

= k B I + k B2 + B 3 . (C-3) 

.. 
'2 

We recall that ~~ =I+ k /2, and when Eqs. (C-2) and (C-3) are 

inserted in the integral in Eq. (C- l ), the integrand has the form of a 
I I 2 I 2 

polynomial in k over k - k These integrals are listed in standard 

tables. We use the notation 

(C-4) 
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and the expression for G
1 

is 

B B 
- ( / + IB 1 )(2K+~ + B2I] E

3 
+ [(-i- + IB 1 )(K+~K 

- B2I(2K+~ + B
3

I] E 2 + [ B2IK(K+~ - B3I(2K+~] E l 

t B
1
IK(K+ll) E

0
}, 

with similar expressions for G
2 

and Gy 

(C-5) 

D. In the solution of the eigenvalue equations for the con

tinuum, discussed in Sec, 3-a, it was remarked that the eigenvalue f3 

could be fol,lnd without solving the secular equation,· and the procedure 

for doing this was given, In this appendix, the procedure described in 

Sec. 3 -a is shown to be equivalent to solving the secular equation. 

Consider the eigenvalue equations 

N 
L; 

j=l 
A .. X.+ f3X. 1 = 0, 

lJ J . J 
(D-1) 

where A is an N by N matrix, X is an N component vector, and f3 

is the eigenvalue always occurring as the ·coefficient of X.i in the 
J ' 

entire set of equations. Solutions to (D-1) exist for those values of f3 

satisfying 

= 0. (D-2) 

ANN 
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Alternatively, we put 13 Xj, ~ - 1, and solve the resulting 

equations by Cramer 1 s rule. This leads to the expression for Xj, 

X., = 
J 

We multiply' 

13X., = -1 = 
. J .·. 

or 

. Al·l... 1. :·. 

1 

!AI 

Eq. (D-3) by 13. 

A 
NN 

which leads to 

All ... 13 ... 
:13 

ANN 

!AI 

All ... 13 
!AI+ 13 = 0. 

(D-3) 

(D-4) 

We use a well-known property of determinants to write Eq. (D-4) as 

Alj'+l3 ... 

A2j'+l3. · .. 1- 0, (D-5) 

which is identical to Eq. (D-2)'; thus, the two methods of solution yield 

the same value of 13. 
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. . . 
E. The norm~lization of the continm~m eigenvectors to a 

delta function is carried out in t~is appendix. The normalization con

dition is written in Eq. (3-12), which we rewrite, omitting the bound 

states and the h's that do not contribute to the normalization, as ex

plained in Sec. 3 -a: 

k 
0 

J (E-1) 
0 

' The region r contains the point K = K but is otherwise arbitrary. 

Let r represent the range K- o to K+ o, then Eq. (E -1) becomes 

K-o 
J 

0 

(E-2) 

In the first term k < K- o, i.e., o indicates that the point 

K- o = k is not included in the integration and similarly for '\. The 

fi'rst term in Eq. (E-2) can be written 

X ,&n -[<K+o-k) (K-o+k~ 
. · K-o-k K+o+kj. 

dk S
2

(K, k) 

(K
2 

- k
2

)k 

[ 
K+o-k K-O+k ] 

,€n(K- o-k) + £n( K+o+k) (E-3) 
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We expand the second term of Eq. (E-3) in cS/(K+k): 

. K+k:_;o · · ·. . 3 
in (K+k+o) = - 2.5 + 0(5 ), 

. ' . . . -

and we see it does notc~ntril:mte. The evaluation of the remaining 

integral is accomplished by noting that the region of integration near 

K- 6 provides the main contribution to the integral. Since S(K, k) 
. --

is a slowly varying function of k, it is removed from the integral and 

replaced by its value at k = K. When this is done, the integral in 

Eq. (E-3) reduces to 

K-6 
J 

_dk 

0 

·This integral is evaluateq by expanding the denominator into partial 

fractions and writing the log as two terms. However, it is a long 

process and only the result is given here, which is 

K-6 
J (E-4) 

0 

An evaluation of the-third term in Eq. (E-2) follows along the 

same lines and gives the same res'lilt. The remaining term in Eq .. (E-2) 

is written 
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+ f3 J + 6(K-k)dk P I dK 
K+6 ( K+6 I 

K- 6 (K+k) K- 6 (K 2 -k2 ) 

- ~2 (p J + 6 + dk 2 1 2 + K1 p K r6 dK I I~ 2 ~ . 
K-6_ (K ~k )k K-6 (K ..cK ~ 

(E-5) 

The contribution of the last two terms in Eq .. (E-5) is 0(6) and therefore 

is neglected. The first term in Eq .. (E-5) is written 

P
'' KI+ 6 + dk 1 K+ 6 I 1 Kl-6+. 1 [ ~-k+& . K-tk-6]: 

2 2 p J dK I 2 l = p I dk ~ l £n -K+ S + £n( K-tk+cS I • 
K-6 (K -k ) K-6 (K -k K-6_ -k 2k 

{E-6) 

An expansion of the second term in Eq. {E-6) shows it does not contri

bute, and the first term is evaluated as described above in Eq. (E-4), 

with the result 

P 
K+I6+ dk 1 . K+6 , 1 

2 2 P I dK 12 2 
K- 6 . {K -k ) K- cS (K -k ) 

= 
2 

1T 

8~. 
(E-7) 
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We now gather all contributing terms in Eq. (E-2) and find 

(E-8} 

This is rewritten, with the help of Eq. (3-6), 

. (E-9) 

which is Eq. (3 -13); 

F. Consider a continuum wave function in a potential that 

becomes Coulombic after a few Bohr radii. The problem is to find the 

asymptotic amplitude of this function when it is known only to a certain 

distance. 

The radial equation in the Coulombic region can be written 

+ X.(r) P(r) = 0, 

where 

X.(r) .. [k2 _ 2(£+1) + ~] 
2. r 

(F-·1) 
r . 

and P(r) is r times the continuum wave function. The Eq. (F-1) has 

the solution 

P(r) = cz- 1/
2 sin [<4>(r)], 

Where Z - d<4> and C 1. s a constant. - dr As r approaches infinity 

<4> (r) = kr + ,£n r + terms independent of r. 

(F-2) 



Thus 

z 
r-+ co 

1 = k +- -k, 
r 
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and the asymptotic amplitude is c;.Jk ' 

By substitution of Eq, (F-2) back into (F-1), we find 

(F-3) 

This equation is solved by iteration, and, in practice, converges 

rapidly. For the first iteration Z = .JI. and, usually, only one more 

iteration is needed for a satisfactory solution to give both Z(r) and 

dZ/dr. 

To find C, we choose two points r 
1 

and r 
2 

in the range in 

which we know the wave function and define 

(F-4) 

Z l/2 ) ( ) a 1 = (r 1 p r 1 ' 

and 

a = 2 

With these definitions, it is not difficult to show that 

(F- 5) 

We simplify Eq. (F-5) by choosing r
1 

at a maximum (or 

minimum) and r 
2 

at the next node. The phase difference between r 
1 

and r 2 is rr/2 + o, and at r = r 
1 
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..!_ dP I = - _21 z -3/2 (ddrZ) sin[~(r)] + z l/2cos[~(r)] = 0 
C dr r=r 1 

cot[~(r)]lr=r = 1. 
1 

(F-6) 

Since the wave function is zero at r 2 , we have ~ (r 2 ) = n;r, where n 

is odd if r 
1 

is at a maximum. Thus we may put n = l, and we find 

and 

~(r 
1

) = -rr/2 - 6, 

so that Eq. (F-6) becomes 

tan 6 = 

dZ 
(dr) 1 

zz 2 r::;;;r 1 
(F-7) 

With the help of Eq. (F-7) and the observation that a 2 = 0, we write 

.Eq. (F-5): 

1j2 ; z (r 1) P(r 1) 2 1 2 1 l 2 
c = 2 [ sec 2 (-rr/2 + o) + esc z-{;r/2+ o)] 

(F-8) 

which is the expression used in the computations. The quantities Z 

and dZflr are found from the iteration solution of Eq. (F-3). The wave 

function is normalized by multiplying it by the factor ~· b . 
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